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RÉSUMÉ
Dans le cadre du Programme canadien de gestion des déchets de combustible
nucléaire, on fait de la recherche sur un concept de stockage permanent des
déchets de combustible nucléaire immobilisés dans une enceinte creusée à
grande profondeur dans la roche plutonlque stable. Quand les barrières de
protection auront fini par se rompre dans un avenir lointain, des nucléides
radioactifs et chimiquement toxiques, entraînés par les eaux souterraines,
pourraient migrer de l'enceinte à la biosphère. Ils pourraient parcourir
un cycle dans les eaux superficielles, le sol, l'atmosphère et la chaîne
alimentaire. Entre autres, le programme vise à évaluer le mouvement des
nucléides par des techniques de modélisation pour calculer la dose radiologique aux êtres humains et la concentration de contaminants dans
1'environnement.
Afin d'atteindre ces objectifs, on a réalisé un modèle de biosphère comportant quatre sous-modèles. On décrit dans ce rapport le sous-modèle
d'atmosphère et les voies par lesquelles les nucléides pourraient traverser
l'atmosphère. Le modèle décrit les processus de suspension, dispersion et
dépôt des nucléides. On considère les eaux superficielles et le sol comme
étant des sources principales de flux de nucléides vers l'atmosphère.
Certains nucléides peuvent se fixer sur la matière sous forme de particules
suspendues et contaminées tandis que d'autres sont mobiles sous forme de
gaz.
Le modèle prend en compte les phénomènes naturels, comme l'érosion du sol
par le vent, les incendies de forêt, l'émission du gaz du sol, et la crevaison des bulles à la surface des lacs. On modélise aussi les processus
anthropogènes, comme le brûlage du bois à des fins énergétiques et on calcule la concentration de nucléides dans l'air intérieur et l'air extérieur.
Le modèle réunit diverses techniques, dont les concepts de charge massique,
les valeurs de débit de fluence, les modèles numériques de dispersion et
les rapports d'activité massique. Le modèle est probabiliste; on modélise
le transport par des équations simples de transfert de masse et on
incorpore la variabilité en répartissant les valeurs des paramètres. On
documente dans ce rapport les équations du modèle, les valeurs des
paramètres et la comparaison des voJfis ie migration.
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THE ATMOSPHERE SUBMODEL FOR THE ASSESSMENT OF
CANADA'S NUCLEAR FUEL WASTE MANAGEMENT CONCEPT

by
B.D. Amiro
ABSTRACT
Canada's Nuclear Fuel Vaste Management Program is researching a concept for
disposal of immobilized nuclear fuel vaste in a vault mined deep in stable
plutonic rock. When protective barriers are eventually breached far in the
future, radioactive and chemically toxic nuclides, carried by groundvater,
•ay Migrate from the vault to the biosphere. They may cycle through surface waters, soil, the atmosphere and the food chain. One of the objectives of the program Is to assess the movement of nuclides using modelling
techniques to calculate the radiological dose to humans and concentrations
of contaminants in the environment.
To achieve these goals, a biosphere model, comprising four submodels, has
been developed. This report describes the atmosphere submodel and the
pathways through which nuclides may move through the atmosphere. The model
describes the processes of nuclide suspension, dispersion and deposition.
Surface water and soil are considered as primary sources of nuclide fluxes
to the atmosphere. Some nuclides may be attached to contaminated suspended
particulate matter, whereas others are mobile as gases.
The model considers natural phenomena, such as wind erosion of soil,
forest fires, gaseous emissions from soil, and bubble bursting at lake
surfaces. Anthropogenic processes, such as wood burning for energy, are
also modelled, and nuclide concentrations in both outdoor and indoor air
are calculated. The model combines a variety of techniques, including mass
loading concepts, flux density estimates, numerical dispersion models and
specific-activity relationships. The model is probabilistic; transport is
modelled using simple mass transfer equations, and variability is incorporated by distributing values for parameters. This report documents the
model equations, the parameter values, and comparisons of pathways.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1

CANADA'S NUCLEAR FUEL WASTE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

AECL Research has been given the responsibility for coordinating and
managing a research progran to develop a method to immobilize and permanently dispose of Canada's nuclear fuel vastes (Boulton 1978, Rummery et
al. 1983, Lyon 1985, Hancox 1987, Dormuth and Nuttall 1987). There are
several possible options for disposal of nuclear fuel vastes; the concept
developed in the Canadian research program involves deep underground
disposal in plutonic rock on the Precambrian Shield.
Canada's Nuclear Fuel Waste Management Program (NFWMP) is currently in the
concept assessment phase, designed to consider the technical feasibility
and the overall acceptability of the disposal concept. The program also
involves the demonstration of environmental and safety assessment capabilities required for site screening and site selection. The concept will be
subjected to both detailed scientific and general public reviev under the
direction of the Federal Environmental Assessment Reviev Office (FEARO).
In this reviev, criteria for nuclear fuel vaste disposal established by the
Atomic Energy Control Board (AECB) will play an important role. The
concept assessment phase involves the formal submission of pre- and postclosure environmental and safety assessments. AECL is responsible for both
of them, although Ontario Hydro is preparing the predosure assessment.
Nuclear fuel vaste may be buried as either intact used-fuel bundles or fuel
recycle vastes (Strathdee and Wikjord 1982). In either case, Canada's
disposal concept employs natural geological barriers supplemented by manmade barriers to ensure the long-term safety of humans and the environment.
We recognize, hovever, that containment of nuclear fuel vastes in an
underground vault may not last indefinitely. After a long period of time,
dissolution of vastes by groundvater is likely, followed by the movement of
some nuclides to the earth's surface (Wuschke et al. 1981). Because of the
long time periods involved, we use assessment models to help predict the
consequences of a breach of containment (AECB 1987). Radiological effects
on humans are of primary importance, although the chemical toxicity of some
elements must also be considered (Wuschke et al. 1985a, Goodwin et al.
1987). Radiological protection of the general environment and other biota
(Zach and Mayoh 1986; Myers 1989; Amiro 1992a,b,c) is also important.
Much of the NFWMP has been directed toward the development of appropriate
methodologies to assess the disposal concept (Lyon et al. 1981, Rosinger
et al. 1983). A systems variability analysis code (SYVAC), involving Monte
Carlo simulation methods, has been developed to carry out the probabilistic
postclosure assessment (Dormuth and Sherman 1981). This assessment
involves distinct but closely integrated vault, geosphere and biosphere
models (Figure 1) tracing the movement of nuclides from the vault to
humans. The vault and biosphere models are generic, whereas the geosphere
model Is site-specific, based on data obtained from the Whiteshell Research
Area (VRA) near AECL's Whiteshell Laboratories (WL) (Reid et al. 1989,
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FIGURE 1: Schematic Representation of the Three Main Assessment Models
(vault, geosphere and biosphere). The relationships among the
four submodels of the biosphere model and with the geosphere
model are illustrated.
Simmons 1986). The calculation of radiological doses is important to the
evaluation of Canada's concept for nuclear fuel waste disposal (AECB 1985).
The present assessment vas preceded by two interim assessments, the first
of which was completed in 1981 (Lyon et al. 1981, Johansen et al. 1981,
Vuschke et al. 1981), and the second in 1985 (Gillespie et al. 1984,
Johansen et al. 1985, Vuschke et al. 19fl5a, 1985b). These interim assessments have proven valuable, because they have helped to identify critical
nuclides, pathways and processes (Zach 1985).
1.2

THE BIOSPHERE AND THE BIOSPHERE MODEL

The biosphere is usually defined as the portion of the earth that contains
living organisms (Odum 1971). Thus, it includes the unconsolidated overburden, or shallow groundwater region, surface waters, oceans, soils and
the lower part of the atmosphere. In principle, it may also include portions of the geosphere and even the vault itself, because of the possible
presence of microbes (Zach et al. 1987). For assessment purposes, however,
the vault and the geosphere represent fundamentally distinct regions from
the biosphere. Although the shallow groundwater region is usually considered part of the biosphere (Zach 1985), we model nuclide transport in this
zone as part of the geosphere, which treats transport up to the water table
(Zach et al. 1987).
The demonstration case for concept assessment is based on the WRA, and the
biosphere model must include the WRA environment. However, the actual
disposal site will most likely be located in the Ontario portion of the
Canadian Precambrian Shield; hence the biosphere model must be sufficiently
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generic to evaluate a range of environments. The local generic environment
is important because the AECB (198S) has recommended that risk, based on
radiation doses, be evaluated for an individual member of a critically
exposed group, rather than for huaan populations spread over vide geographical areas. Ve assume that the critically exposed group will be located
in the immediate discharge zone of the vault, where nuclides enter the
biosphere and where dilution and dispersion are minimal.
Nuclides released from the vault may not reach the surface environment for
a very long time, and the biosphere cannot be assumed to remain static
during this period (Davis 1986). However, effects of long-term environmental changes to the biosphere, including glaciation, are not explicitly
considered, since quantitative predictions need not be made beyond 10 000 a
(AECB 1985). Beyond this period, reasoned arguments must be given shoving
that nuclide releases to the biosphere, and thereby doses to humans, will
not suddenly and dramatically increase. Short-term fluctuation in the
biosphere can be readily accommodated using the probabilistic assessment
code SYVAC.
The biosphere model links four independent submodels (Figure 1). Of these,
the soil (Sheppard 1992) and the surface water (Bird et al. 1992) submodels
are time-dependent, because they involve slow nuclide transport processes,
whereas the atmosphere (Amiro and Davis 1991, and this report) and foodchain and dose (Zach and Sheppard 1992) submodels are steady state, because
of the rapid turnover in the atmosphere and biota.
The biosphere model consists of mass transfer equations with parameters
describing the magnitude of the transfer. In a probabilistic assessment,
parameters may be represented by probability distribution functions (PDFs)
to account for measurement error, spatial and temporal variability, and
parameter uncertainty. This necessitates specification of distribution
types, usually vlth a mean, a measure of variation, and truncation criteria
to avoid unreasonable values (Stephens et al. 1989). The specified variation must be in agreement with the time scale of the processes described by
the parameters (Davis 1986). Parameter correlation must also be considered
to avoid unreasonable combinations of values. Further, the parameter
values must be representative of regions of plutonic rock on the Precambrian Shield, corresponding to the relevant generic biosphere.
1.3

THE EXPOSURE SITUATION

The environmental and safety assessment predicts far into the future, when
it is difficult to visualize the exact exposure situation for humans. A
key factor in our assessment is the AECB (1985) requirement that risk,
based on radiological doses, must apply to a representative individual of a
group of people living at the location of greatest exposure. Thus, dose
estimates are to be made for a member of the critical group, a concept
commonly employed when evaluating doses to the public from conventional
nuclear power installations (ICRP 1977, CSA 1987). The critical group
receives the greatest exposure because of its location, lifestyle and
habits, which are based on current conditions using conservative, yet
reasonable, assumptions.
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For predicting doses, the critical group is represented by International
Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) reference man (ICRP 1975).
Reference man is essentially an adult male for whoa there are many data to
assess consequence. The food-chain and dose submodel report discusses
reference nan in detail (Zach and Sheppard 1992). The atmosphere subaodel
evaluates nuclide transport, and therefore can be applied for any aeaber of
the critical group, including women and children. Hence, the discussion in
this report is relevant to all huaans.
For the postclosure assessment of the disposal concept, ve assuae that the
critical group is located in the immediate groundvater discharge zone associated with the vault. The appropriate location for the critical group is
where effects of biosphere dilution and dispersion are minimal. This is
where the highest nuclide concentrations would be in the environment, and
where the highest doses to humans vould occur, as stipulated by the critical group concept.
Since the biosphere model is essentially generic, the location of the
critical group can be visualized as a typical Shield region consisting of
lowlands with forests, marshes, bogs and lakes, and uplands with rock, outcrops and forests. Ve also visualize a farming area located at the discharge zone. These features are assumed to prevail over tiae. Ve do not
consider biosphere evolution explicitly; however, ve do include smaller
changes caused by ecological succession, such as the filling in of lakes to
form a terrestrial area.
The critical group is totally self-sufficient, deriving from local sources
all food, water and other needs that might impact on dose predictions.
Members live their entire lives in the 'mediate discharge zone associated
with the vault. There is mixed farming fishing and harvesting of various
wild food crops. Stored foods are extensively used in winter: there is no
import of food. The dwellings are built froa locally obtained timber or
inorganic building materials. The energy requirements also coae from local
sources. Thus, the critical group is more self-sufficient than is customary today, but this is conservative and essential to satisfy the critical
group concept. Ve assuae conteaporary lifestyles and habits, and thus ve
do not consider future technological advances and cultural evolution.
Ve also consider exposure to non-human biota and protection of the general
environment. In this case, nuclide concentrations in the atmosphere,
predicted by the submodel, can be used as an indicator of air quality
(Aairo 1992b,c). Atmospheric concentrations of radionuclldes can also be
used to calculate a radiological dose to non-human biota that are immersed
in contaminated air (Aairo 1992a).
1.4

THE ATMOSPHERE SUBMODEL

The postclosure atmosphere submodel traces nuclides from surface water,
soil and vegetation to the atmosphere. Humans are directly exposed to
atmospheric nuclides through inhalation and imaersion. In addition, suspended nuclides aay be deposited on soil and vegetation surfaces, thereby
entering the food chain. Thus, the atmosphere subaodel interfaces broadly
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vlth the other three submodels of the biosphere, and may address potentially important exposure pathways (Figure 1). It receives input from the
surface vater and soil submodels, and passes output to the food-chain and
dose submodel for dose predictions.
This report documents the atmosphere submodel and related exposure pathways, complete with parameter values and distributions. Among other
topics, this involves definition of exposure pathways in the context of
nuclear fuel waste management, discussion of historical developments
through the two Interim assessments, mathematical description of exposure
pathways, recommendation of parameter values and probability distribution
functions, sensitivity analysis and quality assurance. The report
represents one of the main supporting documents for the biosphere model
(Figure 2 ) .
Throughout this report, the term "nuclide" refers to both radioactive and
stable nuclides. The model is applicable to toxic chemical elements as
well as radioactive isotopes of elements.

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

BIOSPHERE MODEL REPORT

SURFACE VATER

SOIL

ATMOSPHERE

FOOD-CHAIN

SUBMODEL REPORTS

LEVEL 3

LITERATURE AT LARGE

FIGURE 2: Schematic Representation of the Documentation of the Biosphere
Model for Postclosure Assessment. Level 1 constitutes the
biosphere model report; level 2 Includes the surface water,
soil, atmosphere and food-chain and dose submodel reports; and
level 3 represents the literature at large, ranging from various
AECL documents to journal publications.
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2. THE ASSESSMENT OF THE ATMOSPHERE AS A ROUTE TO ENVIRONMENTAL EXPOSURE
2.1

NEEDS AND CONSTRAINTS OF THE NFWMP

2.1.1

The Physical Environment

The atmosphere subnodel is generic, but requires some assumptions about the
physical environment in order to define mechanisms and pathways of nudide
transport. The general assumptions describing the biosphere and conditions
of exposure of biota are given in Sections 1.2 and 1.3, and these are
implicitly considered within all of the biosphere submodels. In addition,
the atmosphere pathways are based on specific events related to both
natural occurrences and human activities.
The physical environment described by the atmosphere model is typical of
the Canadian Precambrian Shield today. Although we assess a generic site,
the events and activities are compatible with the site-specific geosphere
model, which is based on conditions representative of the VRA. The primary
contamination source is a hypothetical underground vault, with nuclides
entering the biosphere at discharge zones. The discharge zones are most
likely to be located in areas occupied by surface water, but terrestrial
discharges are also possible. Surface water bodies may evolve with time
into terrestrial areas. In addition, humans may access groundwater
directly via a well, and nuclides in this water may enter the atmosphere
through different routes.
The assessment requires that certain human cultural activities be considered. Humans are assumed to live in the discharge area, and their
practices may create pathways and processes that enhance radiation exposure. The conceptual environment is characterized by events that facilitate nuclide transport to biota; therefore, our model is conservative. For
example, we assume that at least part of the discharge area is agricultural
because many agricultural practices suspend soil and plant material into
the atmosphere. Forests are also considered to be integral parts of the
discharge area.
Our environment is exposed to regular processes, such as vind erosion of
soil, and gaseous emissions from soil and water. More sporadic events may
also occur, such as vehicle traffic on dusty roads, fires, land clearing,
construction, and burning for energy. Ve assume that humans live in
houses, and exposure to nuclides within indoor environments is added to
outdoor exposure.
Nuclides, suspended into the atmosphere irrespective of source, are allowed
to be dispersed in a manner representative of today's environment near the
VRA. Therefore, conditions that affect dispersion, such as wind speed and
atmospheric stability, are typified by data from UL, nearby. Only local
dispersion and transport is considered in accordance with the critical
group concept. Long-range transport is not modelled because population
doses need not be calculated for a large region (ABCB 1985).
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Suspended nuclides are deposited to surfaces typical of the Canadian
Shield. Agriculture includes planting forage, vegetable and field crops.
Deposition processes are based on present-day atmospheric conditions, and
vet deposition is tied to the anount of precipitation.
Although our physical environment is generic, ve Model a specific description of the biosphere. This biosphere includes a surface water body, a
vegetable patch, a forage field and a woodlot, all intended to support the
critical group. The sizes of these areas are defined by the biosphere
•odel. In the atmosphere submodel, ve discuss aquatic and terrestrial
environments, vhere the aquatic environment encompasses the surface water
body and the terrestrial environment includes the vegetable patch, the
forage field and the voodlot.
Ve acknowledge that the physical environment will change with time
(Section 2.1.2). Ve also must consider spatial variability because of the
uncertainty of the location of the generic disposal site. Therefore, the
selection of parameter values must be sufficiently broad to cover a range
of physical environments.
The atmosphere submodel for postclosure assessment of the disposal concept
is quite different from the atmosphere model used for the preclosure
assessment (Russell, in preparation). The requirements for the preclosure
assessment are similar to those for most nuclear reactor facilities, and
Involve transport modelling from an above-ground primary source, such as a
smoke stack. Hence, dispersion modelling and deposition estimates are the
most Important features; the source term Is veil known. In contrast, the
postclosure atmosphere model must estimate source terms from an underground
facility.
2.1.2

Temporal Considerations

Our goal is to estimate the long-term (lifetime) dose to the critical group
living In the discharge zone where nuclides enter the biosphere. The dose
calculations are based on an annual time scale (Zach and Sheppard 1992).
Therefore, ve must select data incorporating some temporal averaging of
short-term fluctuations (hours, days) in our parameter values. Our physical atmospheric environment coincides with present-day conditions, but we
allow the conditions to vary based on our past climatological records over
several years. This time frame is still short compared with the period of
the assessment (10 000 a ) , but the long-term variability in atmospheric
conditions Is relatively small. For example, in 10 000 a, it is unlikely
that wind speeds will be ten times greater than today.
The environment will change, however, and ve assume that temporal changes
during the next 10 000 a vill be similar to spatial variability today.
This means that temporal processes, such as vegetation succession, are
reflected by present-day differences among vegetation communities. Therefore, ve consider that any given location on the Canadian Shield today can
evolve vith time to be characterized by conditions present at another location today. Our selection of parameter values, encompassing spatial variability, should be adequate to address temporal changes. Long-term
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unidirectional teaporal changes, such as the onset of glaciation, are not
modelled here, but are considered elsevhere as a separate set of circumstances (Davis 1986). Human influence on biosphere evolution cannot be
specifically predicted and is not noddled here, even though it say become
Important (e.g., a global increase in atmospheric carbon dioxide causing
climate change). Ve assume that our consideration of spatial variability
today will encompass all likely human influences.
Both continuous and sporadic events occurring vithin an individual human
lifetime are modelled. Atmospheric concentrations generated during an
episodic event (such as a periodic fire) are distributed over time and
treated similarly to a continuous event.
The atmosphere is not a barrier to nuclide transport to the biota. However, the nuclides that escape into the atmosphere tend to be rapidly
diluted by the turbulent action of the atmosphere. The model establishes
the amount of dilution and calculates nuclide concentrations in the lover
part of the atmosphere inhabited by humans and other organisms.
2.1.3

Identification of Contaminants

The atmosphere submodel considers implicitly all contaminants present in
the vault inventory (Mehta 1982). Host of the physical processes evaluated
by the model are generic and apply to all elements; i.e., most elementspecific properties are not important in the atmosphere submodel. The
chemical species of a contaminant are not modelled explicitly in most
cases. For some elements there are only a few possible forms, whereas in
other cases many species may exist. Wherever possible, ve model the most
mobile form, or combination of forms, that can be transported to biota via
the atmosphere. Both radioactive and non-radioactive nuclides are included
in the model but ve stress the movement of the radionuclides throughout
this report. Some elements are special cases because they are known to
move through the biosphere quite rapidly. Therefore, ve give special
treatment to carbon, argon, krypton, iodine, and radon. A complete list of
elements assessed in the biosphere model is given by Zach and Sheppard
(1992). Tritium is not modelled in the atmosphere because it is given
special treatment in the food-chain and dose submodel (Zach and Sheppard
1992).
The atmosphere submodel is a steady-state model, and changes in atmospheric
concentration vith time can only be caused by temporal changes in the
source terms. In addition, nuclide transport through the atmosphere to a
receptor (e.g., humans) is very rapid (in the order of seconds to hours),
and ve assume neither radioactive decay nor ingrowth of daughter products.
Therefore, the atmosphere is in equilibrium vith adjacent surfaces. This
facilitates interfacing vith the other submodels and simplifies the mass
balance. Radioactive decay and the generation of daughter products is
discussed in the food-chain and dose submodel report (Zach and Sheppard
1992).
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2.2

CONCEPTS OF ATMOSPHERE MODELLING

Nuclides reach the atmosphere through suspension processes, and are lost
through deposition processes. Deposition of nuclides to surfaces is
addressed separately in Section 3.5. In reality, atmospheric dispersion
acts as a "sink" for contaminants, as mass Is advected away from the
source. The processes of suspension and dispersion of contaminants,
resulting in a concentration in air, can be modelled through either a
detailed mechanistic treatment or a simple transfer coefficient.
2.2.1

Mechanistic Hodels

Mechanistic models describe processes in a physically realistic manner and
are usually specific to a given pathway (e.g., wind erosion of soil).
Ideally, they would calculate the flux of nuclide from the source to the
atmosphere, and then let this material be dispersed according to typical
atmospheric fluid motions. In most cases, mechanistic models are quite
complicated and reflect the state-of-the-art knowledge about the process.
This often makes them specific, and not always applicable to a large range
of processes. The following discussion reviews some mechanistic modelling
concepts.
Flux Models
Most atmospheric flux models developed for waste management applications
are designed to estimate paniculate suspension during wind erosion of
contaminated soil. The process of wind erosion in relation to our NFWMP
has been reviewed in depth by Hale (1985). Many of the models are based on
methods that include the wind erosion equation, empirical emission factors,
and horizontal and vertical flux estimates (e.g., Smith et al. 1982).
Nuclides are assumed to be attached to soil particles, and wind erosion is
the only mechanism of suspension. This approach is most applicable to
unvegetated areas in dry climates, or to a bare mine-tailings area.
Amiro (1985) evaluated some additional methods whereby nuclides could
become suspended into the atmosphere. These pathways were aimed at the
environment typical of the Canadian Shield, where vegetation cover inhibits
wind erosion. However, soil erosion by wind might still be an important
process in an agricultural area and must be considered.
Few flux models have been developed to estimate gaseous emissions from an
underground nuclear vas^e source. Both carbon ( 14 C) and tritium (3H) are
normally evaluated using simpler transfer coefficient models because of
their rapid mobility. Models have been developed to estimate radon fluxes
from mine-tailings areas (Rogers et al. 1980) and into houses (Jonassen and
McLaughlin 1980). This information provides a basis on which to estimate
radon fluxes to the atmosphere from radium that has migrated from a waste
vault.
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Dispersion
Flux estimates nust be coupled to a dispersion model to calculate an atmospheric concentration. There are many dispersion models in the literature,
and many have been developed to evaluate elevated point sources, such as
smoke stacks. The problem of a ground-level-area source has also been
studied specifically, and several meteorological models have been applied
to this type of problem (Culkovski 1984). Most of these models are based
on the Gaussian plume model, where inputs of wind speed and atmospheric
stability are used to estimate statistical parameters to predict the
distribution of air concentrations. This allows site-specific data to be
used. One of the main criticisms of this approach is that it was developed
for, and is usually based on, fluid motions that occur above the surface
boundary layer, and does not adequately describe a ground-area source.
Culkowski (1984) prefers a non-Gaussian approach using a surface-layer
numerical model for ground-level emissions (Wilson et al. 1981a,b,c).
There are some pathways requiring a different approach to dispersion
because of the source peculiarities. Emissions from a chimney near a
building, or contaminant releases into buildings (e.g., radon), may require
special dispersion relationships. Therefore, our atmosphere submodel
should link the flux models to specific dispersion models to preserve the
continuity of transport.
2.2.2

Simple Transfer Coefficient Models

Simple transfer coefficient models do not describe the physical processes
in a mechanistic way, but instead are based on measurements made of contaminants in two different compartments. The transfer coefficient is then
inferred from these relationships. Although this approach Is often not
scientifically rigorous, it considers many parts of a process implicitly,
it is simple, and it is usually based on real data. Thus, it can be appropriate for assessment purposes.
Resusoension
Most of the suspension concepts employing simple transfer coefficients
focus on the process of resuspension. Resuspension is defined as the
process whereby contaminants, which were originally deposited from atmospheric sources, are resuspended into the atmosphere. Much of the suspension literature describes this process, and many of the concepts can be
applied to our primary ground source. It is important to note that resuspension concepts are slightly different from our case because we consider
that contaminants move to the soil surface from below.
Resuspension processes have been reviewed in detail (Slinn 1978, Sehmel
1980a, Smith et al. 1982), and many of the types of transfer coefficients
have been used for low-level nuclear waste management applications (Healy
1980), and for the transuranium elements in general (Linsley 1978). There
are three basic transfer coefficients, with several variations.
The resuspension factor (m- 1 ) is defined as
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suspension f.cor .
where the resuspended air concentration (mol*m"3) is measured at the receptor height (typically 1 to 2 • above ground), and the surface inventory
(mol-nr2) is the amount of previously deposited material. This transfer
coefficient is more suitable for an atmospherically deposited source than
for nuclides that have migrated from below ground. A well-mixed volume
source would require an estimate of source depth (e.g., soil depth or lake
depth) to convert 3 the concentration input from our
soil or surface water
submodels (mol.ar ) to surface inventory (nol<r 2 ). This transfer coefficient is not particularly useful for our problem, unless nuclides are
deposited on a soil surface from the atmosphere.
The resuspension rate is a transient model of resuspension describing the
fraction of the amount of mass lost to the atmosphere per unit time
( s 1 ) . This type of model is also most applicable to the case where
nuclides have been previously deposited from the atmosphere.
The mass loading parameter (m3 soil.nr3 air or kg soil-m-3 air) is defined
as
«oo<, i n .j4-, ,,=..=.»«»»•£„•
air radionuclide concentration
mass loading
parameter = s u r £ a c e r a d i o n u c l l d e concentration
where the air concentration is in 3mol>m*3 and the surface
concentration can
be based on either volume (mol.or ) or mass (mol.kg' 1 ). This approach
assumes a well-mixed volume source and is more applicable to a primary
suspension process. Healy (1980) suggests that this approach may be most
appropriate for an assessment of a generic low-level nuclear waste
facility.
Other Concepts
Transfer of mass to the atmosphere, especially on the global scale, is
sometimes modelled by estimating fluxes and rate constants for transfer
between compartments.
This approach has been followed for some radionuclides, such as 1 2 9 I (Kocher 1981) and " C (KiHough 1980). This
approach assumes steady-state transfers and net fluxes between selected
regions of the biosphere (e.g., between ocean and ocean atmosphere). It is
most applicable to global transport over very long times, and much more
difficult to apply to a local site, such as the location of our critical
group.
The specific-activity modelling approach has also been used to calculate
dose to humans from environmental releases of radionudides. It assumes
that the ratio of the radloisotope activity (Bq) to the stable isotope mass
(kg) in one compartment (e.g., human body) is the same as in another
environmental compartment (e.g., atmosphere). This concept is most often
applied to mobile elements that are injected into a compartment and easily
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circulated, for example, 1 4 C releases to the atmosphere from a nuclear
power plant (Virth 1982). This approach works best when based on closely
interrelated compartments, and is not generally used to describe transfer
from soil or surface water sources to the atmosphere. This concept is not
applicable to most nuclides present in our inventory, but could be suitable
for *H or *«C.
2.2.3

Parameter Values and Distributions

The atmosphere submodel incorporates variability by allowing many parameters to have values sampled from a distribution. Generally, we define
the PDF by stating the distribution type with associated statistics. In
some cases parameters may have constant values, but these are usually
either well-known parameters or physical constants. Also, constant values
may be set as conservative estimates of a process if we have few data.
The distributions are mostly normal or lognormal continuous functions that
may be truncated to eliminate impossible values. Ve characterize normal
distributions by defining a mean value, n, and a standard deviation, a.
Hany of our parameters are transfer functions based on ratio data. These
types of parameters are often lognormally distributed (Ott 1990). The
lognormal distribution is defined using a geometric mean, GH, and a geometric standard deviation, GSD,
GM = lO'*10

and GSD = lo" 10

where nl0 is the arithmetic mean and a10 is the standard deviation of the
log10-transformed data respectively.
In some cases we have sufficient information to select values that are
truly representative of Canadian Shield conditions. However, there are
many parameters for which we have insufficient data to calculate statistics
based on measured distributions. Ve recognize that parameters with only a
few measurements should still have a distribution of values, and we allow
for variability based on the range of observations.
2.3

PREVIOUS MODELLING FOR THE NPWWP

The NFVMP developed two Interim biosphere models (biosphere models 1 and 2)
preceding the present biosphere model for the disposal concept assessment.
The two previous biosphere models were described In the first and second
interim assessments and were integral parts of the assessment codes SYVAC 1
and 2 respectively. The earlier models incorporated the atmospheric pathway in some form, and this has provided a basis for further model
development.
2.3.1

First Interim Assessment

The atmospheric pathway was incorporated as part of the food-chain and dose
model (Zach 1978) in biosphere model 1 (Vuschke et al. 1981). This foodchain model was originally Intended to represent radlonuclldes moving
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through the biosphere that vere released from a nuclear reactor source
(Baker et al. 1976). It assumed a given radionudide air concentration as
an input parameter and did not explicitly model atmospheric concentrations
resulting from an underground source. The
assumed air concentration was
then used to calculate deposition ( B q - m 2 - d 1 ) to foliage:
deposition = 86 400 . Xj • Vd
where

(1)

86 400 » a conversion factor ( s - d 1 ) ,
Vd « deposition velocity of radionuclide ( m - s 1 ) , and
Xj = annual average air concentration of
radionuclide j (Bq-nr3 air).

This approach vas used for all radionuclides except for tritium and 14C.
These two radionuclides vere modelled using a specific-activity approach
whereby the
ratio of the radioactive isotope to the stable isotope concentration (3H/1H; 1 4 C/ 1 2 C) in vegetation and soil vas assumed to be the same
as the ratio In the atmosphere. This approach vas taken for these tvo
radionuclides because they are exceptionally mobile In the biosphere.
2.3.2

Second Interim Assessment

Biosphere model 2 (Hehta 1985) explicitly considered an underground nuclide
source. It included tvo mechanisms whereby nuclides could become suspended
in the atmosphere. The first of these vas the suspension of radioactive
dust where radionuclides vere assumed to be attached to soil particles that
become entrained in the atmosphere. A mass loading approach vas used
giving the concentration of nuclide j in air:
C$ = C« • ADL
where

(2)

CJ = concentration of nuclide j in air (nol-m 3 ),
CJ = concentration of nuclide j in dry soil (mol-kg 1 ), and
ADL = atmospheric dust loading in air at 1 to 2 i above
ground level (kg dry soil-m 3 air).

A lognormal distribution for ADL with GM = 10"7 kg-*-3 and GSD « 2.51 vas
derived from a range of literature values (Zach 3 1982). Thus about 95Z of
the values vere in the range of 16 to 631 /ig.m- . This vide distribution
represents short-term (hours to days) fluctuations of ADL and covers conditions ranging from clean background air to dust storms.
The second type of nuclide suspension vas the emission of radon gas, 2 2 2 Rn.
This gas was assumed to be emitted to the soil pore spaces and subsequently
to diffuse to the soil surface and into the atmosphere. A radon flux
density, Q X n (Bq-m 2 .s- 1 ), was calculated as
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QR»

= Q*n • C R .

(3)

where q Ra 3is
the radon emission rate per unit soil concentration of the
precursor 2 6 Ra (Cg. j mol-kg 1 soil) (Mehta 1985). The emission-rate
parameter values were based on data from Illinois (Pearson 1967) assuming a
\5X escape factor (Mehta 1985). The average value of q,n was taken as
2.7 x 109 Bq Rn-m 2 .s 1 -mol" 1 22C Ra>kg
soil. A normal distribution vas
assumed for q Rn with it - 2.7 x 109 and a - 5.7 x 10' with truncation at the
lover end near
-3a (9.4 x 10*). The average radon activity in air,
a
nn ' Cjtn (B(l'B'3)r w a s calculated subsequently as
a

Rn

' Qn

= QRII * (27A

' *T / *

" 4-95)

(4)

where a R n is the specific activity
of radon (1.27 x 101* Bq-mol' 1 ) and A,
2
is the size of the source (km ) equivalent to the terrestrial discharge
area. The term in parentheses in Equation
(4) represents dispersion from
the contaminated ground source ( s - o 1 ) (Mehta 1985).
Biosphere model 2 neglected some potential suspension pathways. Gases
other than radon were not considered, and the sources of emission were
assumed to originate only from terrestrial discharge zones, even though
aquatic discharge zones are a more likely source of contamination
(Zach et al. 1987).
Biosphere model 2 described deposition in the form of a deposition velocity
(V d ), where
Vd * flux to surface/C; .

(5)

The flux to the surface was expressed in units of m o l - m ^ - s 1 and CJ In
mol-m 3 , so that Vd had units of m - s 1 . Zach (1982) recommended a lognormal distribution of Vd with GM = 0.003 m.s- 1 and GSD - 5.62 for all
elements except fluorine, bromine and iodine. These halogens were given a
Vd with parameter statistics of GM - 0.02 m.s- 1 and GSD = 5.62.
The present atmosphere submodel builds on the framework provided by biosphere model 2, incorporating some processes that were not considered
previously. Dose predictions from simulations by SYVAC 2 (incorporating
biosphere model 2) indicated that the inhalation and external radiation
(including immersion) pathways were minor contributors to the total dose
(Vuschke et al. 1985b). However, doses are additive and minor pathways are
included in the model. Ve also use conservatively selected values for some
poorly understood atmospheric processes. Conservative values are those
resulting in higher dose predictions, and hence inflate the consequence and
estimated risk to humans. Conservatism does not mean that an absolute
worst case is assessed, but the selection of slightly conservative
parameter values for the atmosphere Includes a margin of safety.
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3.

THE ATMOSPHERE SUBMODEL

3.1

OVERVIEW OP FATHWAYS

The atmosphere submodel considers two main processes: the suspension of
nuclides into the atmosphere, and the deposition of nuclides to surfaces.
Suspension generates a nuclide concentration in air. The biota are exposed
to this concentration and receive an external exposure during immersion in
air, and, in the case of animals, an Internal exposure through inhalation.
Deposition to vegetation and soil results in nuclides entering the food
chain and contributing to an ingested exposure (Zach and Sheppard 1992).
The overall submodel is summarized in Figure 3.
SUSPENSION
i

DISPERSION
1

AIR CONCENTRATION

i

i

1
INHALATION

FIGURE 3:

4
IMMERSION

i

1
DEPOSITION
(food chain)

Flow of Nuclides and Consequences for the Atmosphere Submodel

All parts of the submodel assume equilibrium because changes in atmospheric
concentrations occur quickly In response to a change in the concentration
in another compartment (i.e., there is no time dependence).
3.1.1

Suspension and Dispersion Processes

A nuclide concentration in air results from a combination of suspension and
dispersion processes. We assess most conceivable pathvays either explicitly as an individual route, or implicitly when a single transfer coefficient
describes several mechanisms. An overview of the pathvays resulting in an
air concentration of nuclides is given in Table 1. The development and
selection of these pathvays is described throughout Section 3.
3.1.2

Deposition Processes

Deposition is modelled as a pathvay to the food chain. Deposition is
divided into dry and vet processes and includes all nuclides except
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TABLE 1
OVERVIEW OF PATHWAYS

Direct Input
Source

Element'

Pathway

Groundvater

Argon, krypton

Direct movement from groundvater
to the atmosphere.

Groundvater

Radon, iodine
carbon

Gaseous releases indoors
(e.g., showers). The water source
is a well.

Surface water

All except
argon, krypton

Natural particulate-generating
mechanises, such as wave
action and bubble bursting.

Surface water

Radon, iodine
carbon

Gaseous emissions outdoors and
indoors.

Soil

All except
argon, krypton

Particulate-generating
mechanisms contributing to the
overall atmospheric particulate
load (e.g., wind erosion of soil,
dusty operations, construction,
combustion).

Soil

Radon, iodine
carbon, selenium

Gaseous emission outdoors (soil
outgassing).

Soil

Radon

Gaseous emissions indoors.

Soil/biomass

All except
argon, krypton

Burning for energy (stove using
wood or peat for fuel).

Soll/biomass

All except
argon, krypton

Burning natural land area (forest
or peat fire).

Biomass

All except
argon, krypton

Agricultural fires (stubble
burning).

* Tritium is given special treatment in the food-chain and dose submodel
(Zach and Sheppard 1992) and is not modelled in the atmosphere.
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tritium, carbon and the noble gases (argon, krypton, radon). Tritiun and
carbon are special cases because of their rapid Mobility, and are given
special treatment in the food-chain and dose submodel (Zach and Sheppard
1992). The noble gases also have special dose considerations because of
their inert behavior ana because they do not enter the food chain through
deposition from the atmosphere (Zach and Sheppard 1992).
Dry deposition processes allow nuclides to be deposited to surfaces in
either particulate or gaseous forms. Vet deposition processes are based on
"washout" of nuclides by precipitation. In our model, ve do not allow the
deposition mechanisms to deplete the air concentration, so that we retain a
conservatively large amount of nuclides in the atmosphere.
3.1.3

Symbol Convention

A symbol convention is used to describe nuclide movement through the
atmosphere. Concentrations are expressed as

where

C is the concentration,
i is the medium,
where i can be a
b
s
sw

=
=
=
=

atmosphere
biomass
soil
surface water
WW ' well water,

j is the nuclide, and
k. is the pathway,
where k can be TF ••
= terrestrial

particles
TG == terrestrial gases
AP == aquatic particles
AG =* aquatic gases
AP =* agricultural fires
EP ** energy fires
LF ** land fires
GWR == groundwater release to
biosphere
ISV '= indoor suspension from
water
IGS »= indoor gases from soil

This convention of subscripts also applies to some flux terms and transfer
coefficients.
3.2

NUCLIDE TRANSPORT AS PARTICULATE MATTER

All nuclides, with the exception of the noble gases argon and krypton
(Section 3.3.3), are assumed to be transported with particulate matter that
becomes entrained in the atmosphere. Ve discuss transport of particulate
matter from terrestrial and aquatic sources separately.
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3.2.1

Terrestrial Sources

Ve assune that particulate natter suspended from a contaminated environment
will have contaminants attached. The main sources of particulate suspension from terrestrial environments are wind erosion of soil, vehicle traffic on dusty roads, pollen suspension, industry, fires (forest, agricultural, wood burning), and vater droplets from aerial irrigation (Amiro 1985).
These sources could be treated separately, and their relative contributions
to the total atmospheric particulate loading could be added to give a
composite atmospheric particulate concentration. This method would involve
modelling suspension fluxes for each component, followed by local dispersion to yield a concentration. The disadvantage of this technique is that
we might not be able to model some of the individual suspension processes
adequately.
Instead, we have adopted a mass loading approach, assuming that atmospheric
particulate matter is contaminated to the same extent as the surface. This
approach is conservative because it assumes that all background particles
(originating from distant uncontaminated sources) are also contaminated.
We assume that soil suspension by wind erosion is an annual steady-state
phenomenon (i.e., episodic wind-erosion events can be averaged annually).
Contaminated soil can be either inorganic (e.g., sand) or organic (e.g.,
peat). Lake sediments, exposed to the atmosphere through natural or
anthropogenic processes, are also included as soil. With the exception of
argon and krypton, all nuclides are modelled since they may be attached to
soil. Ve model soil suspension using an atmospheric dust loading
parameter, ADL (kg dry soil-or3 air):
(CJ) T P - CJ . ADL
where

(C*)TI>

(6)

= concentration of nuclide j in the atmosphere
caused 3by terrestrial particulate suspension
- air), and

CJ = concentration of nuclide j in the surface layer
of soil (mol.kg"1 dry soil).
Equation (6) models truly suspended particulate matter, some of which is
caused by wind erosion of soil. Saltation of particles (i.e., movement of
soil particles with the wind close to the ground) is included implicitly in
the mechanisms of suspension, but we only model the truly suspended portion. This portion includes particles that are small enough to be Inhaled
(mostly less than 15 j*m in diameter). Particles that are impacted on
vegetation by wind during saltation events are included in the food-chain
and dose model as soil Ingested during harvesting and food preparation
(Zach and Sheppard 1992).
Ve also assume that soil erosion by wind will affect all sizes of soil
particles, so that the soil concentration of nuclide predicted from the
soil submodel (Sheppard 1992) represents suspended particulate matter.
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This may not be a conservative assumption if the finer, more erodible
fraction of the soil is most contaminated. However, Sheppard and Evenden
(1992) indicate that this is, at most, a sixfold increase. Our mass
loading approach assumes that all atmospheric particles are contaminated by
the local source, which is a conservative assumption because much of the
atmospheric dust load originates from distant sources.
Contaminated organic matter may also be suspended into the atmosphere.
This could occur as an annual event (e.g., pollen release) or as a rarer
episodic event (e.g., a forest fire every century). Suspended organic
matter is included in the ADL parameter as part of the ambient dust load.
However, Equation (6) is based on the soil as a source, thereby including
organic particles suspended from soil but not those originating directly
from contaminated vegetation. Amiro (1985) reviewed the various natural
mechanisms of particle suspension from plant material and found that both
fires (agricultural and forest) and pollen release could be important.
Anthropogenic practices, such as wood burning for energy, and industrial
processes (e.g., fuel-ethanol production) also release particles. We treat
nuclide suspension originating from fires as separate additive pathways
(Section 3.4); this tends to overestimate the air concentration.
Variability in terrestrial particle suspension is described by a PDF for
the dust loading parameter, AOL. A conservative estimate of an annual ADL
includes atmospheric particle concentrations caused both by local suspension processes and by background sources of particles. The National Air
Pollution Surveillance network organized by Environment Canada has a database of paniculate loading measurements starting in 1970 (NAPS 1970-1983).
We calculated an annual mean ADL for 149 Canadian sampling locations from
1970 to 1983 inclusive. These locations were spread across the country and
were usually located near large population centres, vhere anthropogenic
emissions are a sizable portion of the aabient particulate load. Data were
not always available for every year within the 14-a time span, and means
vere based on all available data.
A PDF derived using the mean annual particulate loading data describes the
variation of ADL in space (Figure 4 ) . 3The recommended distribution of ADL
is lognormal with GM = 5.9 x 10"• kg-m and GSD = 1.41. Figure 4 also
shows the distribution for particulate loading at Atikokan, Ontario, representing a Canadian Shield location with lov anthropogenic emissions. The
Atikokan distribution was derived from dally total particle concentrations
for the period 1976 to 1984. The Atikokan distribution therefore describes
variability in time, whereas the country-wide distribution describes variability In space. The recommended country-vide distribution has conservatively high values of ADL compared vith that for Atikokan, although the
distribution is narrower because annual variations are less than daily
variations. The overly conservative distribution used in biosphere model 2
is also shown for comparison (Figure 4 ) .
The particulate matter concentration in air, (Ci) T F , represents an annual
mean value. This concentration affects humans directly through immersion
and inhalation, and indirectly through the food chain as nuclides are
deposited to vegetation. Ve assume that the annual value is representative
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FIGURE 4: Distributions of Atmospheric Dust Loading (ADL) Paraaeters.
The histograa represents data froa 149 Canadian sites, and the
distribution used in the ataosphere subaodel is plotted with it.
Also shown is the distribution used in biosphere model 2 and the
distribution based on daily Beans from Atikokan.
of all seasons. Therefore, the ADL parameter value Bust also represent the
suaaer period when crops are exposed to atmospheric nuclides. This is
confiraed by coaparing daily aean air concentrations of particulate matter
measured at WL for the period 1986 November to 1987 November 3(unpublished
data). The geoaetric aean for the whole period was 13 /tg>a, whereas the
mean for the months of June, July and August was 16 /ig<a~3. These values
are much lower than our derived distribution, but indicate that the
growing-season ADL is close to the annual mean.
3.2.2

Aquatic Sources

Particulate matter suspension froa surface water bodies likely contributes
only a very saall amount to the atmospheric dust load. We recognize, however, that surface water bodies might be groundwater discharge zones
containing greater amounts of nuclides than terrestrial areas. Atmospheric
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transport from vater bodies to the terrestrial environment may be important. Therefore ve account for particulate natter (aerosol) suspension
from surface waters such as lakes and rivers.
Vater is suspended into the atmosphere through wind and bubble-bursting
action at the lake/atmosphere interface (Junge 1963, Blanchard 1983). As
the vater droplets evaporate, dry aerosols containing elements that were
trapped in the original vater droplet are left suspended. The particle
size depends on the initial vater-droplet size and on the physical
characteristics of the element in vater (dissolved salt, precipitate,
etc.). Ve assume, conservatively, that all of the particles suspended
initially are small enough to remain suspended. Ve also assume that
gaseous forms of nuclides in solution (e.g., 2 2 2 Rn) are released vhen
suspended vater droplets evaporate. Argon and krypton are given special
treatment In Section 3.3.3, and are not modelled here.
Ve have insufficient information to develop a mechanistic model of aquatic
particulate suspension, and our model objectives are to determine long-term
mean values for this suspension process. For simplicity, our model follows
a mass loading concept similar to that used for terrestrial particulate
suspension, so that
= CJ« • AADL
vhere

(7)

(C*) A P = concentration of nuclide j in the atmosphere
(nol-m 3 air) caused by aquatic particulate suspension,
C} w = concentration of nuclide j in 3the surface layer
of the freshvater body (mol-or vater), and
AADL = aquatic atmospheric dust load
(m3 vater.m-3 air).

Variability in the AADL is described by a PDF. Data for suspension of seasalt particles are used because data for aerosol production above freshvater bodies are not available. Junge (1963) summarized sea-salt particle
concentrations above oceans and indicated that a mean of 10"* kg.m'3 is
reasonable vith a short-term (hourly) range of 5 x 10" 10 to 10~6 kg-m-3.
Similarly, Fairall and Larsen (1984) calculate a mean sea-salt particle
concentration of 9.7 x 10-9 kg*m-3. The salt content of droplets injected
into the atmosphere is assumed to be identical to the concentration of salt
in the ocean, at 3.5Z by veight (Junge 1963, Blanchard 1983). Therefore,
on average, 2.9 x 10"7 kg vater droplets-m 3 air are initially available to
inject particles into the atmosphere.
Ve assume that suspension of droplets from fresh surface vaters is similar
to processes occurring at the ocean-atmosphere interface. Ve base the best
estimate for AADL
on the sea-salt droplet concentration, and, using a vater
density of 103 kg.m"3, ve calculate 2.9 x 10" 10 m3 water-m 3 air. As In
the case of terrestrial particulate mass loading, ve assume a lognormal
distribution, so that GM « 2.9 x 10" 10 m3 vater.m-3 air. It is likely that
the variation in AADL is similar to the variation in ADL, and therefore ve
let GSD - 1.41 in both cases.
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This estimate is probably conservative because wind speeds above Canadian
Shield lakes are less than those over oceans. This vould suspend fever
particles froa lakes than froa oceans.
We recognize that water can be injected into the atmosphere during various
cultural practices. Ve do not explicitly aodel cultural practices such as
water spraying for dust control or frost prevention, but our distribution
is sufficiently broad to cover these activities.
3.3

NUCLIDE TRANSPORT AS GASES

3.3.1

Identification of Gases

Aairo (1985) identified radon, carbon, iodine and seleniua as elements with
potential gaseous emissions. Radon was modelled in biosphere model 2, and
both carbon and Iodine were shown to be important nuclides contributing to
a dose to humans in the second interim assessaent (Vuschke et al. 1985b).
Argon and krypton enter the atmosphere as gases and are assuaed to be quite
mobile because of their inert characteristics. Therefore, we model carbon,
argon, krypton, selenium, iodine and radon as gases and assume that gaseous
transport is not a major process for other elements.
3.3.2

Radon

Radon ( 222 Rn) Is an Inert 2gas
found ubiquitously in today's atmosphere.
The precursor is radiua ( 2 6 Ra), and the ataospheric concentration results
froa emanations from a variety of sources. Ve model radon concentrations
in air arising from radium that has aigrated to the biosphere froa the
vault. Indoor radon is of increasing concern to the public (Nero 1983,
Letourneau 1985), and because indoor concentrations are often higher than
outdoor concentrations, we aodel both indoor and outdoor radon.
The atmosphere submodel calculates the concentration of the nuclide 2 2 2 Rn; dose
contributions from the further decay products (the radon daughters) are
treated within the food-chain and dose submodel (Zach and Sheppard 1992).
It is important to note that ve aodel radon concentrations arising froa the
vault inventory only; naturally occurring radon causes an additional dose.
3.3.2.1

Outdoor Concentrations

Most ataospheric radon originates froa terrestrial radium, and concentrations are up to two orders of magnitude higher over land masses than over
oceans (UNSCEAR 1982). However, our discharge zone may be a surface water
body, so we must consider water sources in addition to terrestrial sources.
Ve model radon emanation to the atmosphere by estimating the flux, followed
by a treataent of dispersion to give an air concentration.
Radon Fluxes froa Terrestrial Sources
Radon is eaitted froa the soil during the
decay of radiua and its precursors. Ve calculate the flux of radon ( 222 Rn) froa the soil by
<Q»n)io - q*n • Cg.

(8)
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where

(QRII)TG

= flux density of radon from terrestrial gaseous
emissions (mol-rn-2-s"x),

q Rn = radon emission rate (mol Rn-m-^s- 1 -mol' 1 Ra*kg
dry soil), and
C£A - concentration of radium in the soil (mol Ra>kg*x
dry soil).
The radon flux is based on a bare soil area, and ve assume that neither
vegetation (DSMA Atcon 1985) nor snov cover affects the flux. This is a
conservative assumption because snov would likely act as a barrier to radon
diffusion from the soil.
The radon emission rate, q Rn> is calculated using a model derived by Rogers
et al. (1980):
q Rn = E • p' . <arR./*Rn) • (\n
where

- K../P) 0 - 5
2

1

(9)
1

q Rn = radon emission rate (mol Rn-nr -s' -mol" Ra*kg dry soil),
E = emanating power (Bq Rn-Bq-1 Ra),
p* - dry soil bulk density (kg.m-3 dry soil),
a R «/a Rn = ratio of specific activities of radium and radon
(6.5 x 10-« Bq Ra.mol 1 Ra-Bq 1 Rn.mol Rn),
A Kn = decay constant for radon (2.1 x 10*6 s 1 ) ,
K,,n = diffusivity of radon through bulk soil ( m ^ s * 1 ) , and
P » soil porosity (m3 soil voids-m*3 soil).

Equation (9) is identical to that suggested by UNSCEAR (1982).
A PDF was derived for q,n by sampling the parameters in Equation (9) from
independent variable distributions. The diffusivity, K, nl is dependent on
the soil moisture content (Rogers et al. 1980) expressed empirically by
K,,, . 1.06 x 10-5 • P • exp(-0.261 • M)
where

(10)

M - moisture content (Z water/vet weight soil).

The moisture content was based on sandy soils typical of the Canadian
Shield (Beals 1985). The moisture content of sand at field capacity is
about 10X by weight (Buckman and Brady 1969) and this value is used as the
best estimate. A very vet sand may contain 40Z moisture, and using this
value as +3 standard deviations with a lognormal distribution, ve obtain
GM - 101 and GSO - 1.58 (Table 2 ) . The porosity, P, is a function of the
bulk density of soil, p*, vhich has a PDF, and the particle density
(Table 2 ) . Beals (1985) gives p* values ranging from 1200 to 1800 kg.m-3
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for sands; ve selected GM - 1300 kg-m"3 assuming a lognormal distribution.
Ve let GSD3 = 1.12 to cover3 p* ranging ±3 standard deviations, between
912 kg-*" and 1820 kg*a~ (Table 2 ) . The use of data for sandy soils
gives conservative estimates of K,n because both finer soils (e.g., clay)
and bedrock have lover diffusivities. The value 2650 for the function for
P in Table3 2 is the numeric value of the soil particle density of
2650 kg-m for sand (Buckman and Brady 1969).
A PDF vas also derived for the emanating power, E, in Equation (9). Rogers
et al. (1980) give values of E ranging from 0.06 to 0.75, depending on soil
type. A value of 0.3 is typical and a lognormal distribution, with three
standard deviations Including the extreme range of values, gives GM « 0.3
and GSD - 1.35 (Table 2). The distribution was truncated at E - 1 because
values greater than unity are impossible. A distribution for q ln was
defined by using Equations (9) and (10) and randomly sampling the parameters according to the distributions summarized in Table 2. The final
distribution for q Rn vas based on 1000 runs. It was approximately lognormal, and we calculated statistics for the log-transformed data,
assuming
normality (Figure 51) . The final distribution has GH = 2.7 x 10-9
mol Rn-m-^.sLmol" Ra-kg dry soil and GSD = 2.16.
TABLE 2
PARAMETERS FOR RADON EMISSION RATE. 0 —

Parameter

Nominal

Distribution (type, GM, GSD)

E

0.3

lognormal, 0.3, 1.35

M

10X

lognormal, 10, 1.58

P

1 - x>«/2650

function of p*

A 8n

2.1 x 10"s s"1

constant

p*

1300 kg.m-3

lognormal, 1300, 1.12

UNSCEAR 2 (1982) reports
soil radon exhalation rates ranging from 2 x 10-* to
1
7 x 10Bq.m-J.s.
For
comparison, we obtained values ranging from 10"3
to 10-1 Bq-m^-s- 1 using Equation 1 (8) by selecting q tn at ±3 standard
deviations and Cg. - 25 Bq Ra-kg" dry soil (UNSCEAR 1982). Our derived
distribution coincides well with the wide range of measurements.
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FIGURE 5: Distribution of the Radon Emission Rate Parameter Value,
q Kn . The histogram was generated from the output of the
calculations, whereas the smooth curve represents the derived
PDF.
Radon Fluxes from Aquatic Sources
The flux of gaseous radon emitted from surface
waters is modelled using an
aquatic transfer coefficient, ATC,,n (n.s" 1 ):

where

flux density of radon from the aquatic zone to the
atmosphere (mol'B'-s- 1 ), and
concentration of radon 3in the surface layer of the
freshwater body (mol*m* water).
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Transfer coefficients for radon have been determined experimentally for
oceans (Peng et al. 1979) and lakes (Emerson 1975). The small amount of
data indicate that values for Canadian Shield lakes are much less than
values for oceans (Emerson 1975). We base our parameter values on the data
collected at the Experimental Lakes Area in northwestern Ontario (Emerson
et al. 1973,
Emerson 1975). A best estimate of ATC Rn for these lakes is
4.6 x 10'6 m - s 1 , and this value ranges from 6.9 x 10'6 to 2.3 x 10-'
(Emerson et al. 1973). ATC Rn can be greater or smaller than this range for
very large or very small lakes respectively (Emerson 1975). We use the
Experimental Lakes Area data to define a normal distribution covering1 a
range of ±\a. Our final normal distribution has n = 4.6 x 10"* m.s* and
a » 2.3 x 1 0 * m - s 1 . Ve truncate the low end of the distribution at
-la = 0 because negative values are impossible.
Local Dispersion
Atmospheric dispersion involves the turbulent motions of the atmosphere
transporting particles and gases through three-dimensional space. Many of
the terms used in atmospheric dispersion studies are specialized and are
explained in detail by Fasqulll and Smith (1983). Atmospheric stability is
a basic concept and atmospheric conditions are often described as stable
(characterized by sinking motions), unstable (characterized by positive
buoyant motions), or neutral (where buoyant effects are minimal).
The radon fluxes, ( Q R n ) k , from both terrestrial (k = TG) and aquatic
(k = AG) sources are input into a dispersion relationship to calculate an
air concentration (CJn, mol-ir3 air):
(CS») k = < Q R n ) k • <DISP)k
where

(12)

(DISP)k = dispersion term ( s - m 1 ) , k = TG or AG.

Ve determine the air concentration at the receptor height, which is taken
as the height above ground where humans inhale contaminated air (1 to 2 • ) .
Ve assume that the concentration at this height is also representative of
heights where vegetation grows. Therefore, a single calculated concentration is used as input to the food-chain and dose submodel for human inhalation and immersion, and for deposition to vegetation. C» becomes smaller
with distance from the source because of dilution. Ve assume that the
receptor is located on top of the ground-area source, and we model dispersion from the ground to the receptor height.
The flux density (Q R n ) represents a ground-level area source. This type of
source is not easily modelled using conventional analytical solutions, such
as a Gaussian dispersion model (e.g., Turner 1970). The Gaussian models
were originally developed for elevated point sources, such as smoke stacks.
Therefore, we selected a numerical model that was developed for a groundlevel area source. This model has also been recommended to evaluate lowlevel-waste disposal facilities (Culkowski 1984).
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The dispersion model is based on a numerical model (Wilson et al.
1981a,b,c) that simulates particle trajectories in inhomogeneous turbulence. This Model agrees well with both analytical solutions and atmospheric observations. Wilson (1982a) simplified the model to express a
dimenslonless concentration, C J - ^

J (zo/L, z/zo, x/z 0 )
where

(13)

u, = friction velocity ( m . s 1 ) ,
k = von Karmann constant (= 0.4),
Qj = flux density of nuclide j (mol.ur 2 -s" 1 ),
2 O = roughness height (m),
L = Monln-Obukov length (m),
z = height of receptor (m), and
x = distance from receptor to upwind leading edge of the
source (m).

This model describes dispersion in the vertical and streamwlse dimensions
and assumes an infinite fetch in the cross-stream dimension. We used
graphical solutions for CJ/Qj (Wilson 1982a) to derive a simplified
dispersion equation based on typical Canadian Shield conditions.
We derived separate equations for dispersion from terrestrial and aquatic
surfaces because the characteristic z o value is different for a water
surface (lake or river) than for a vegetated area. For the terrestrial
case, we assume z/z0 * 10, corresponding to a receptor height of 1.5 m and
a zo » 0.15 m. This zo represents a vegetation canopy height of about
1.2 m because zo can be assumed to be about 13Z of canopy height (Monteith
1973). If z o is increased by a factor of three or four there is only a
very small change in CJAL. With zo held constant, Cj/Qj can be expressed
as a function of u,, L and x only.
Frequency distributions of both u* and L were derived from climatological
data representative of the Canadian Shield. We analyzed the frequency of
Pasquill-Gifford stability classes and corresponding wind speeds for a 12-a
period at the WL site (Oavis and Reimer 1980). The stability classes were
related to L through a nomogram of Golder (1972). Values of u. for each
class were calculated from the mean wind speeds observed at a height of
6.6 m at WL (Davis and Reimer 1980) and from the stability-dependent profiles of Dyer and Hicks (1970). For a homogeneous surface, u. is largely
Independent of height. Table 3 gives the frequency of occurrence of
stability classes and the associated u.. We weighted the stability classes
according to frequency of occurrence, and, using the appropriate u.,
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calculated an average CJ/Q^ as a function of x alone. Ve assumed a
circular ground-level source of radius x, terrestrial area A,, with
the
receptor at the centre. For areas between 3 x 10* and 3 x 10* a 2 , C«/Qj is
dependent on A, (Figure 6):
f0

where

- 4.37 • Ai/» - 3.56

(14)

A, » terrestrial source area (m 2 ), A, > 0.1 m 2 .
TABLE 3
STABILITY-CLASS PARAMETERS TYPICAL OP CANADIAN SHIELD
METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS (Davis and Relmer 1980)
Pasquill-Gifford
Stability Class

1/L
(•-1)

Frequency of
Occurrence (Z)

u.

-0.04

A&B

8.0

0.32

-0.01

C

5.7

0.29

-0.004 to 0.004

D

35.7

0.27

0.01

E

30.2

0.24

0.04

F&G

20.4

0.17

weighted mean =

0.25

Equation (14) is based on average conditions at the VL site. It weights
the stability conditions to calculate annual mean dispersion. To assess a
generic site we Introduce some spatial variability into the dispersion
equation. Ve assume that all Canadian Shield sites have a frequency of
occurrence of stability classes similar to that of the VL site (Table 3 ) .
Therefore Equation (14) is suitable except for the linear dependence of
A L on u. (Equation (13)). Ve Introduce a parameter value, UVGHT, with a
F describing the spatial variability. Therefore, the dispersion relationship for terrestrial gases, (DISP) TG ( s - m 1 ) , is derived by modifying
Equation (14):

S

(DISP) T0

- (4.87

- 3.56)/UVGHT

.

(15)

This requires definition of a variable wind speed parameter. Ve derive
this based on analysis of mean data for the period 1951 to 1980 at 16 sites
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FIGURE 6: Dispersion Relationships for Terrestrial and Aquatic Environments. The points represent calculations based on the data of
Vilson (1982a, 1982b). The lines correspond to Equations (14)
and (18).
in the Ontario portion of the Canadian Shield (Table 4 ) . The routine vind
speed measurements are made at different heights, depending on location.
Also, the topography surrounding the measurement location varies among
sites. We require a vind speed to be used for dispersion from chimneys
(Section 3.4.2), and also a weighted variable UWGHT. The dispersion from
chimneys is scaled with a vind speed representing a height of 3 m
(Section 3.4.2), and we scale the mean vind speeds at each site to a common
height of 3 m (Table 4 ) . This vas done by assuming that neutral atmospheric stability conditions prevail on average, so that the vind profile is
logarithmic. This scaling vith height requires definition of a roughness
length, z o , but there are no site-specific data. The value of z o differs
among measurement sites, and a large value gives a conservatively lover
vind speed. Ve let z o - 0.15 • for all sites as a reasonable estimate;
this is the same value used for the dispersion calculations for
Equation (14). The scaling is then
u l B - uf . ln(3/zo)/ln(z/zo)

(16)
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where

U 3 B is the calculated vind speed at a height of 3 mf
ur is the measured vind speed at the site at height z (m), and
zo is the roughness height = 0.15 m.

The spatial distribution of vlnd speed data is assumed to
H = 2.36 m-s" 1 and a - 0.64 n-S"1 (Table 4 ) . Ve truncate
at -3a = 0.44 because negative wind speeds are impossible
long-term mean vind speeds are unreasonable. Ve define a
vith these statistics.
The PDF for UVGHT assumes that
constant among Canadian Shield
Table 4 shovs that the VL site
(the VL data vere interpolated
vind profile on average, and a

be normal vith
the distribution
and very lov
parameter UCAV

the mean ratio of u. to vind speed is
sites over a long time period (years).
has mean vind speeds typical of other sites
for the 14.2-m height assuming a logarithmic
calculated zo at VL of 0.09 m ) .
TABLE 4

VIND DATA FOR CANADIAN SHIELD SITES (Environment Canada 1982)

Site
(Ontario)

Hean Vlnd Speed
(km-tr1)

Measurement
Height (m)

Calculated Vind Speed
at 3 m ( m - s 1 )

Armstrong A
Atikokan
Big Trout Lake
Chapleau
Earlton A
Geraldton
Kapuskasing A
Kenora A
Nakina A
Pickle Lake
Sioux Lookout A
Sudbury A
Thunder Bay A
Timmins A
Vava A
Vhite River

11.9
7.7
15.0
11.7
15.4
12.2
14.0
15.2
12.4
11.5
12.1
20.5
13.4
13.6
7.6
8.5

25.0
13.1
14.0
13.1
19.5
12.5
18.9
10.1
15.9
22.3
10.1
10.1
10.1
11.6
10.0
10.1

1.94
1.44
2.76
2.18
2.64
2.30
2.41
3.01
2.22
1.92
2.40
4.06
2.65
2.61
1.51
1.68

Mean
Standard Deviation

12.7
3.2

14.2

2.36
0.64

VL Site
(interpolated)

11.5

14.2
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Equation (14) included the VL mean u., and ve define UVGHT on the basis of
UCAV. To nondiraensionalize UVGHT, ve divide the distribution of UCAV by
the mean, so that
UVGHT = UCAV/2.36

.

(17)

Therefore, UVGHT is a linear function of UCAV.
The aquatic dispersion function, (DISP) AG ( S - B " 1 ) , vas derived using the
same modelling approach. The roughness length for water bodies is typically much smaller than for terrestrial surfaces. Following 2Brtko and
Kabel (1978) ve let z o * 0.016 u*/g for lakes, where g (m.s* )1 is acceleration due to gravity, and z o and u. are in units of • and m-s" respectively. Vater surfaces are less conducive to the establishment of unstable
atmospheric conditions, and neutral and stable conditions prevail. Ve
assume that neutral conditions exist on average and that the wind speeds
measured at the VL site are typical of small Canadian Shield lakes and
rivers. For a given mesoscale wind field, u, above a lake will be less
than over terrestrial areas because of a smaller z o . Sehmel (1980b) gives
a ratio of 0.3 for u. above a smooth sea (z0 = 2 x 10~4 m) compared vith a
fully grown crop (zo = 0.14 m ) . This ratio would reduce the neutral u.
measured at VL from 0.27 to 0.08 m.s" 1 , and a recalculation
of z o from
Brtko and Kabel's relationship gives z o = 1.3 x 1 0 4 m. Ve use Vilson's
(1982a) numerical model for neutral conditions with u, = 0.08 m.s- 1 to give
an expression for Cj/Qj as a function of surface vater source area, A A (m 2 ).
The small value for z o did not allow us to obtain data from Vilson's
(1982a)
graphical solution for aquatic source areas (A A ) greater than about
10s m 2 . For areas between 105 and 10 9 , we calculated Cf/(L using an
expression given by Vilson (1982b). For our model, we derived a simplified
empirical expression where
= exp{5 • ln(lnAA) - 9] .

(18)

Equation (18) is very close to model predictions for AA between 10* and
10s m2 (Figure 6), but overestimates Cf at larger and smaller source areas.
The coefficients in Equation (18) are based on the results of curve fitting
and have no units. The units of the variables were defined previously.
As in the case of terrestrial dispersion, we introduce spatial variability
in the aquatic dispersion relationship through the parameter value UVGHT.
Ve assume that the relative variability in u. is similar over both terrestrial and aquatic surfaces, so that UVGHT is based on UCAV (Equation (17)).
The aquatic dispersion equation, (DISP) AG , is then
(DISP) AS - exp[5 • ln(lnAA) - 9]/UVGHT
3.3.2.2

.

(19)

Indoor Concentrations

Radon concentrations inside buildings arise from several sources besides
outside air: from the building materials, from diffusion of gas from the
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underlying substrate, and from gaseous release of radon dissolved in water
(Nero 1983). Our source terms are radium in the soil and water, and we
assess the common pathways whereby radon enters buildings. Building
materials noraally contribute only a small amount of radon to the indoor
concentration, so we ignore building materials as a source, and assess
contributions from soil and water only.
Overburden Sources
Radon exhalation from soil under a building is usually the largest natural
contributor to indoor radon (Bruno 1983). Models have been developed to
describe radon fluxes from materials (Jonassen 1983), but it is difficult
to relate these calculated fluxes to measured Indoor air concentrations.
The problem is not just one of dispersion, but is related to the great
uncertainty in describing the flux system (e.g., size of cracks in the
floor and diffusion coefficients through materials). There are many other
factors determining radon concentrations, such as infiltration rate and
lifestyle. Within a given geographical area, where only a small variation
in soil radium is likely, there is often a large range in indoor radon
concentrations among houses (McGregor et al. 1980). In addition, it is
difficult to find a correlation between radon concentration and parameters
such as air infiltration rate (Nero et al. 1983).
The lack of a definable relationship makes a mechanistic treatment difficult. In most surveys at a single location, soil radium varies little,
usually by less than a factor of two, but a wide distribution in indoor
radon is observed (e.g., George and Breslin 1980). In addition, there is
no correlation between soil radium concentration and indoor radon (George
and Breslin 1980). The process appears to be largely random, so we define
a relationship where a given soil radium concentration can cause a distribution of indoor radon concentrations. Therefore,
the indoor radon concentration from soil gas, (Cg n ) I G S (mol Rn-nr3 air), is calculated as
(CS n ) I<3s = <*. • INDRN
where

(20)

INDRN = indoor radon transfer coefficient
(mol Rn.nr3 air-mol^Ra-kg dry soil), and
C{, s soil concentration of radium (mol Ra-kg"1 dry soil).

The transfer coefficient, INDRN, is calculated from measurements of indoor
ra^on concentrations in houses and soil radium concentrations that are
expected to contribute to the radon levels. Soil radium concentrations
generally vary by less than an order of magnitude (Table 5 ) , and we assume
that a constant value can produce a wide range of Indoor radon concentrations. In order to estimate
INDRN, we select an
average soil
radium con1J
1
centration of 25 Bq Ra-kg-1 dry soil12 - 3 x 10"
mol
Ra-kg"
dry
soil
(specific activity of Ra - 8.3 x 10 Bq-mol 1 ).
Indoor radon concentration measurements are lognormally distributed, with
geometric means ranging from 20 to 166 Bq.nr3 air (Table 5 ) . The data in
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TABLE 5
RADIUM AND RADON CONCENTRATIONS

Soil Radium Concentrations (Bq Ra-kg"1 dry soil)
Reference

Range

UNSCBAR (1982)
Sheppard et al. (1981)
Keith Consulting (1978)
George and Breslin (1960)
DSMA Atcon (1978)

10-50
14-390
15-89
30-56
26-37

Median

37

Coaaent
Worldwide
Canadian Shield
Uraniua City, SK
New Jersey and New York
Elliot Lake, ON

Indoor Radon Concentrations (Bq Rn-a- 3 air)
Reference

UNSCEAR (1982)
George and Eng (1983)
Keith Consulting (1978)
Nero (1983)
DSMA Atcon (1978)
3. Pleskach, WL
(personal coaaunication)

Range or
GSD

GM

GSD = 4 . 3

20

12-166

22

0.7-16 000
GSD = 3.0

37
123

GSD > 2.2

166

Coaaent

Canadian data, based
on McGregor et al.
(1980)
New Jersey, New York,
Pennsylvania
Uraniua City, SK
General review article
Elliot Lake, ON;
n - 383 hoaes
Pinawa, MB; n - 87
hoaes

Table 5 reflect spatial distributions, and factors such as lifestyle and
house infiltration rate that are distributed throughout the population. To
be conservative, we use the geoaetric aean of aeasureaents Bade on the
Canadian Shield at Pinawa, Manitoba (GM - 166 Bq-Rn-a 3 air). This value
is higher than the country average and aay be biased because air saaples
were provided voluntarily (perhaps aostly by individuals with low
infiltration-rate hoaes). However, these values are siailar to those
aeasured during an unbiased survey done at Elliot Lake (Table 5 ) . Ve
select a slightly wider geoaetric standard deviation of 4.3, based on a
large nuaber of aeasureaents made in several cities across Canada
(Table 5 ) .
Ve define INDRN using Equation (20) letting CJ. « 3 x 1 0 - " aol Ra-kg 1
dry soil, and basing (Cg n ) I S S on a lognoraal distribution with

GM = 166 Bq Rn-nr3 air and GSD = 4.3. The PDF for INDRN is therefore lognormally distributed with GM = 4.3 x 10"5 mol Rn-m-3 air-mol 1 Ra-kg dry
soil and GSD = 4.3 (specific activity of Rn = 1.3 x 10 11 B q . m o l 1 ) . This
PDF for INDRN is then used in Equation (20) with the radium concentration
in soil defined by the soil submodel (Sheppard 1992) in order to calculate

<*„•
Water Sources
The source term for radon from water is dissolved radon in water entering
the house from either contaminated surface water or a well. This source
has been shown to contribute substantially to radon levels In some houses
(Lowry et al. 1987, Gesell and Pritchard 1980). In our model, we assume
that all radon In the water is liberated during water use and is released
to the building interior. This amount is conservative because not all
radon in the water is released into the air, and only a portion of the
total household water is used in a manner conducive to gaseous release
(such
as humidifiers and showers). Ve equate our water usage, USAGE
(m3 vater-s 1 -person 1 ), to the water demand input parameter stipulated by
the food-chain and dose submodel (Zach and Sheppard 1992). This was given
a truncated lognormal distribution with GH = 130 m 3 - p e r s o n 1 - a 1 and
GSD » 1.26 (Zach and Sheppard 1992). Ve use the same amount of water, and
with unit conversion the distribution of USAGE is lognormal with
GM = 4.1 x 10-' m 3 .7 p e3r s o n 1 - s 1 x and
GSD = 1.26, and truncated at the lower
end at 6.34 x 10' m -person- -s 1 . The total amount of water used by the
household depends on the number of humans, NP. The radon source concentration is taken as either the well water concentration, CJJ, or the surface
water concentration, CJJ, whichever is selected as the water source In the
biosphere model. Ve let the radon flux to the building interior be dispersed throughout the building, so that human exposure to the contaminant
is equal everywhere. The radon influx can only be diluted by the building
volume, BVOL (m 3 ), and by the building infiltration
rate, INFILT ( s 1 ) , so
that the air concentration, ( C g n ) I G W (mol-m 3 air), is either
(cSn)iaw = °in •U S A G E 'MP • RELFRAC,,n/(BVOL • INFILT)

(21)

or
<c«n)iG*i - CSX 'U S A G E 'H P ' RELFRACIlIl/(BVOL • INFILT)

(22)

depending on the water source selected.
The building volume, BVOL, Is a function of building width (BV), length
(BL) and height (BH). Building width and height are also required parameters described in Section 3.4.2. Ve assume that the building is square
so that BV » BL, and BV2 is equal to the building floor area. Building
floor areas for new houses built In 1986 are given in Table 6. The distribution is close to lognormal with GH - 95 m 2 and GSD - 1.42. Ve define BV
on the basis of square buildings, so that BV « (building area) 1 ' 2 , and
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using the distribution
distribution with GH =
at the lover end at BW
unreasonable. BVOL is

given in Table 6 ve define BW, using a lognormal
9.7 • and GSD = 1.2. This distribution is truncated
« 8.A m, because house areas saaller than 70 a 2 are
defined as

BVOL « BH • BW2

.

(23)

Ve assume that the house is a bungalow with BH « 2.4 a. Low building
heights give conservatively high concentrations for dispersion around
buildings (Section 3.4.2), and 2.4 a is a reasonable ceiling height vithin
aost houses.
TABLE 6
SIZES OP NEW HOUSES IN CANADA 1986
(CMHC 1987)
Floor Area (m 3 )
0-79.9
80-89.9
90-99.9
100-109.9
110-119.9
120-129.9
130-139.9
140-149.9
150-159.9
160-169.9
170+

Percentage of Houses
8.3
14.1
20.2
16.9
11.4
6.4
5.6
3.6
2.9
2.6
8.0

The parameter RELFRACRn is the relative amount of radon released. We
assuae that this is a constant, equal to 1.0, so that all radon is emitted
froa the water.
Air infiltration rates for houses, INFILT, are variable and tend to be
lower in new homes that are better insulated. It is likely that hoaes in
the future will have lower infiltration (or air-exchange) rates than the
average today, and lower rates will cause a conservatively higher radon
concentration indoors. There is likely a lover practical liait for INFILT,
because at some point the buildup of other gases, such as C0 a , will make a
house uninhabitable. Also, if future hoaes eaploy efficient filtering
systems to cleanse indoor air, it is likely that radon will be removed by
the filtering system. The minimum mechanical ventilation rate suggested by
the Canadian Standards Association (CSA 1989) is 0.3 air changes per hour.
They indicate that 0.35 h"1 is a good minimum value that includes air leakage. This is much lover than
the average dwelling today, which typically
ranges between 0.5 and 2 tr1 (P. Sardana, Ontario
Hydro, personal communi1
cation). We conservatively
adopt
the
0.35
h*
rate
so that
INFILT - 0.35 h 1 « 0.0058 s 1 .
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3.3.3

Argon and Krypton

Argon and krypton are inert gases and are highly Mobile throughout the
biosphere. The food-chain and dose subnodel calculates air losersion doses
caused by radionuclides of these elements, but transport of these nuclides
is modelled in neither the soil nor surface vater submodels. In our
•odels, we do not allow these nuclides to enter vegetation and ve do not
calculate ingestion doses.
3.3.3.1

Flux to the Biosphere

Argon and krypton enter the biosphere from the geosphere with the groundwater flow. Ve assure that this flow Halts the movement to the biosphere,
and that soil and surface waters do not form a barrier to movement to the
atmosphere. This is a conservative assumption because ve let the flux from
the groundwater be released instantaneously to the atmosphere. This flux
enters the biosphere at the discharge area, and we convert this (mol.s 1 )
into a flux density by distributing the efflux evenly over the discharge
area (m 2 ). Ve assume that most of the discharge will be to surface waters,
hence the discharge area is A A , and the flux density to the atmosphere,
<QJ)G*K (mol.m-2.s-i), is
(O^CWB

where
3.3.3.2

- GFLOVAA

(24)

GFLOVj = flux of argon or krypton from the geosphere to the
biosphere (mol-s 1 ).
Local Dispersion

The nuclide flux density, (Oj>CWR» enters the atmosphere and we calculate a
concentration through dispersion modelling. Ve derived a dispersion
relationship for radon in Section 3.3.2.1, and the same principles apply to
the dispersion of other gases. Ve use the aquatic dispersion function,
(DISP) A0 , (Equation (19)) to calculate the air concentration above surface
waters. The concentration is calculated at a height of 1.5 • and is appropriate for a receptor located on the downwind shore of a surface vater
body. If there are no terrestrial emissions, the terrestrial air concentration caused by aquatic emissions will decrease with distance from the
aquatic source. In addition, for source areas greater than 3 x 104 m 2 ,
(DISP) AQ predicts a conservatively higher air concentration than (DISP) TG
(Figure 6 ) . Therefore, we calculate the concentration in air, ( C * ) G N X , as
(DISP) AG
where
(C5)ow»

nas

units of mol'B'3 air, and j can be Ar or Kr.

(25)
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3.3.4

Iodine

Iodine is fairly mobile through the biosphere, and 1 2 9 I is an important
nuclear fuel waste element (Vuschke et al. 1985a). Global models of iodine
circulation assume that iodine moves to the atmosphere from both land and
water environments (Kocher 1981, Smith and White 1983). The most important
cycling process contributing to atmospheric concentrations is transfer from
the oceans (Fuge and Johnson 1986). Ve modelled particulate forms of
iodine in Section 3.2, but most of the flux to the atmosphere is in a
gaseous form and must be included. Ve assess iodine f-ixes from terrestrial and aquatic environments separately.
3.3.4.1

Terrestrial Sources

Most atmospheric iodine is derived from the ocean, and the soil obtains
iodine through atmospheric deposition (Fuge and Johnson 1986). Our
understanding of iodine cycling is incomplete, however, and some believe
that terrestrial surfaces may be a major source of atmospheric iodine
(Cohen 1985). It is difficult to determine the amount of atmospheric
iodine contributed by terrestrial environments because of the confounding
oceanic influence. High concentrations of some halogens have been found in
air above certain ore deposits, and it might even be possible to use atmospheric iodine for geo-prospecting (McCarthy 1972). Direct experimental
evidence has also shown that iodine is volatilized from soil (Vhitehead
1981) and from vegetation (Amiro and Johnston 1989). An area near Hanford,
Washington, has high air concentrations of 1 2 9 I attributed to emissions
from contaminated soil (Brauer and Strebin 1982).
We allow iodine to degas from the soil according to a rate constant,

nl (s1),

(CJ)TG

- H5 • CJ • 0.3 . p" • (DISP) TG

(26)

where 0.3 is the depth of soil (m) from which iodine is released, consistent with the rooting zone depth in the soil submodel (Sheppard 1992); p%
is the soil bulk density (kg.nr3 dry soil); and the dispersion term is as
defined previously in Equation (15). The rate constant is the flux density
( m o l - m ^ . s 1 ) divided by the soil inventory (mol*nr 2 ); hence soil depth is
included in Equation (26).
The rate constant for iodine is defined by measurements of iodine loss from
soils during various field experiments. It incorporates many processes,
Including biogenic production. Prister et al. (1977) added an iodine
tracer to a field and measured the tracer loss under various conditions.
They observed an initial loss of 55 to 60X within 10 d with no irrigation,
and little loss subsequently. With irrigation, they
lost less, about 20Z
in 60 d. Garland et al. (1987) measured losses of 1 2 9 I from an area near
Hanford, Washington, that was originally contaminated by a nearby processing plant but has had no new inputs for 10 a. Their measured loss rates 1
were 1 0 * Z d l from soil, 2 x 1 0 3 Z d 1 from soil with roots, and 102Z
d
from vegetated soil. After 1 a, Sheppard et al. (1987) lost 9X of an
iodide tracer from a lysimeter containing sandy soil that was spiked near
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the top of the core. After 4 a, 21 to 26Z was lost fron cores spiked at
the bottoa (groundvater spike) (Sheppard and Thibault 1991).
The range of these aeasureaents is about four orders of aagnitude. The
long-tera data of Sheppard and Thibault (1991) is probably aost representative of Canadian Shield conditions and is similar to the upper range of
data of Garland et9 al.1 (1987). A reasonable release rate based on these
data would be 10" s* . The highest release Measured by Frister et al.
(1977) is two orders of aagnitude greater than this, whereas the lowest
loss of Garland et al.
(1987) is an equal order lover. A lognoraal distribution with GH « 10-9 sl and GSD > 10 would cover the range of Measurements, and is used to define t}\.
The soil submodel (Sheppard 1992) uses r\\ to deplete the soil of iodine, so
that for any given run of the biosphere aodel, the soil and ataosphere are
coupled.
3.3.4.2

Aquatic Sources

Iodine is known to volatilize froa oceans, and halogenated coapounds have
been shown to enter indoor environments with water and to be subsequently
released as a gas. We evaluate both of these pathways as routes to create
atmospheric concentrations of iodine.
Outdoor
Iodine volatilizes quite readily froa oceans, and there are greater amounts
present in the atmosphere In gaseous foras than in paniculate foras
(Brauer et al. 1974). Iodine is lost preferentially over chlorine by about
1000 times (Whitehead 1984), and less than IX of the total oceanic Iodine
eaisslons are caused by sea spray (Miyake and Tsunogai 1963). The gaseous
eaisslons aay be enhanced by solar radiation (Miyake and Tsunogai 1963) or
by ozone Interactions (Garland and Curtis 1981) releasing I 2 gas. However,
organic foras are aost likely released, particularly aethyl iodide
(Lovelock et al. 1973, Liss and Slater 1974), and organo-iodine coapounds
have been found to concentrate near the water/air interface (Korzh 1984).
The volatilization rates and processes pertaining to freshwater surfaces
are unknown, so we assuae an analogy to the ocean environment.
Ve aodel the iodine transfer from surface water to air using a mass loading
concept whereby the air concentration of iodine, (C$) AG (lol-r 3 air), is
calculated as
< C ? ) M - CJ- • AIML
where

(27)

C{" » Iodine concentration in surfa«.« water
(aol*a*3 water), and
AIML - aquatic mass loading parameter (a3 water.a*3 air).

Puge and Johnson (1986) give ranges of iodine concentrations found In air
above oceans and in ocean waters. The ocean waters range between 2 x 10-*
and 9 x 10-4 mol-m"3 water, whereas the air concentrations vary froa
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8 x 10- ll to 4 x 10~7 mol-ar3 air. Ve base our PDF on these values and
assume that high seavater concentrations are correlated vith high air
concentrations. The range of values is assumed to cover two standard
deviations, and, as for other ratio data, we use a lognormal
distribution.
Therefore, the PDF for AIHL is defined vith GM = 1.3 x 10"5 m3 water.a 3
air and GSD = 6 . 3 .
The surface water submodel (Bird et al. 1992) does not allow iodine to be
lost to the atmosphere. This is because we cannot define a rate constant
based on gaseous emissions from fresh surface waters. The artificial
confinement of iodine in surface water is a conservative measure, although
it adds slightly to the total mass in the biosphere.
Indoor
Halogens can be released as gases to the indoor environment (Giardino
et al. 1988), and we assume that the use of showers and household humidifiers will release iodine dissolved in the water. Ve allow the household
water source to be either a well or a surface water body, depending on the
water source selected by the biosphere model. Ve model these processes the
same way we model radon release from indoor water (Section 3.3.2):
( C * ) I S W = CJ» . USAGE • NP • RELFRACr/(BVOL . INFILT)

(28)

or
<CI)ISW

- c i w ' U S A G E ' NP ' RELFRACj/(BVOL • INFILT)

(29)

depending on the water source. In Equations (28) and (29),
(CJ) I S W = the iodine concentration in indoor air from water
(mol.m-3 air),
CJW = the iodine
concentration in well water
(mol>m'3 water), and
CJW = the iodine
concentration in surface water
(mol.m-3 water).
The parameters, USAGE, NP, BVOL, and INFILT are defined in Section 3.3.2.2.
RELFRACj is the relative amount of iodine released to the indoor environment. It is assumed to be a constant, equal to 1.0, so that all iodine in
the water is released.
3.3.5

Carbon

Carbon is very mobile in the biosphere, and is readily released as a gas
from both soil and surface water. Although C0 2 is the most abundant
chemical form of carbon, other 1organic
components cycle through the biosphere. Like iodine, we model 4 C gas transport to the atmosphere from
terrestrial and aquatic sources.
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3.3.5.1

Terrestrial Sources

We allow carbon to volatilize from terrestrial areas using a rate constant,
similar to the case modelled for iodine gas (Equation (26)). Therefore,
(cj) T 0 - ng . qg . 0.3 . p« . (DisP) tG

(30)

where rig is the degassing rate constant for carbon from soil (s" x ), and the
other variables are as defined previously.
Sheppard et al. (1991) measured the rate of 1 4 C (as carbonate) loss from
spiked soils in lysimeter experiments outdoors. In their experiment the
half-life of their tracer in the soil was about two weeks, and it is likely
that this is shorter than would be expected in a slow-release, natural
situation. Ve recognize that there is large uncertainty in »jg and that its
variability is probably of a similar magnitude to that of 17J. Ve assume »jg
to be distributed lognormally with three standard deviations represented by
half-lives of 1 h and 114 a, with a median value of 42 d. This range of
values is based primarily on expert judgement; the median value is of a
similar magnitude to that measured by Sheppard et al. (1991).
Therefore,
we set a lognormal distribution with GH = 2.8 x 1 0 ° s 1 and GSD = 10.
3.3.5.2

Aquatic Sources

Outdoor
The 1 4 C flux to the atmosphere frou surface waters is also modelled using a
rate constant, ijg:
Cg = C? • nl • Ldepth • (DISP) A0

.

(31)

In Equation (31), Ldepth is the depth of the surface water body (m) and
(DISP)A(3 is the aquatic dispersion relationship (Equation (19)). The rate
constant, rjg, is described In the surface water submodel report (Bird
et al. 1992).
Indoor
There will be an equilibrium between inorganic 1 4 C as carbonate and carbon
dioxide in water, and some of the 1 4 C0 2 can be released with water usage
Indoors. Ve model 1 4 C release from indoor water usage in the same way as
129
I release (Equations (28) and (29)):
(cc)isw - Cc w ' U S A G E ' Np • RELFRACC/(BVOL . IHFILT)

(32)

<cc)isw - Cg" . USAGE . NP • RELFRACC/(BVOL • INFILT)

(33)

or

depending on the water source. In Equations (32) and (33),

(c*)isw =

tne

carbon concentration in indoor air from water
(mol.n-3 air),

CJM = the carbon
concentration in veil vater
(mol.ir3 vater), and
C{« = the carbon concentration in surface vater
(nol-m 3 vater).
The parameters, USAGE, NF, BVOL and INFILT are defined in Section 3.3.2.2.
RELPRACC is the relative amount of carbon released to the indoor environment. It is assumed to be a constant, equal to 1.0, so that all carbon in
the vater is released, irrespective of chemical form.
3.3.6

Selenium

Gaseous emissions of selenium have been measured from both soils and
plants. Host of the emissions are in the form of organic compounds
(Francis et al. 1974, Doran and Alexander 1976) since microbes convert
inorganic selenium to organic selenium (Reamer and Zoller 1980).
Ve model gaseous selenium emissions identically to iodine emissions from
terrestrial sources (Equation (26)):
(CS.) T e = ri%. • C«. . 0.3 . fi' . (DISP) TG

(34)

where the subscript Se denotes the concentrations and the rate constant for
selenium.
Some experiments have estimated very high losses of selenium from vegetation (Levis 1976), but the transient nature of the experiments tend to give
high initial fluxes. This is also true for soil where initial fluxes are
much higher than steady state (Zieve and Peterson 1981). Zieve and
Peterson (1984) measured a linear relationship between the percentage of
selenium tracer lost from soil with time. Vegetated soil increased the
loss by less than 201. Their loss rate was about 0.151 over 18 d, giving a
rate constant of 10-9 s' 1 . Other experiments give losses of 0.062Z during
the first four days with a subsequent loss of 0.014Z over the next three
days (Zieve and Peterson 1981). These rate constants are 1.8 x 10-9 s*1
and 0.5 x 10-9 s*1 respectively, but some of the losses from vegetation may
be one to three orders of magnitude larger (Lewis 1976). We allow the
distribution to include these high values at a lov probability, and it is
likely that the variability in selenium emissions is similar to the variability in iodine gaseous emissions (Section 3.3.4.1).
From the soil emission data of Zieve and Peterson (1984), we select a GM
value for rj|. * 10-9 s 1 , identical to that of i}\. The distribution of tjg.
is also identical to that of TJ* : lognormal with GSD = 10.
Ve assume that selenium is not volatilized from water. However, recent
studies have shown that selenium is volatilized from surface vaters
(Thompson-Eagle and Frankenberger 1990). Since selenium vill be a very
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minor contributor to the total radionuclide inventory in surface waters
caused by a waste vault, ve omit surface waters as an atmospheric source.
3.4

NUCLIDE TRANSPORT FROM CULTURAL ACTIVITIES

Burning is the most important type of cultural activity causing nuclide
suspension into the atmosphere. Combustion of contaminated biomass
releases nuclides attached to particulate matter (smoke) and volatilizes
some elements as gases. Ve evaluate several different scenarios.
3.4.1

Agricultural Fires

Ve allow nuclides to be suspended during an annual agricultural (grass or
stubble) fire. This is conservative because agricultural burning is not
practised by all farmers (i.e., the probability is less than unity), and
even if a farmer employs the practice, it might be less frequent than
annually.
Ve calculate the flux arising from agricultural fire, (Qj) Ar (mol-ar2
as
(Qj>Ar = c j
where

ff

* Y I E L D * (EMFRACj)^

(35)
1

C§ = concentration of nuclide j in biomass (rnol'kgwet biomass), where j • any nuclide except Ar, Kr,
ff = fire frequency ( s 1 ) ,
YIELD = biomass yield (kg wet blomass-in-2), and
(EHFRACj) Ar = fraction of nuclide j emitted by burning
(unitless).

An annual agricultural fire defines ff = 3.2 x 10-s s' 1 . The biomass yield
term (YIELD) is taken as the forage field yield dictated by the food-chain
and dose submodel (Zach and Sheppard 1992). This represents total standing
biomass that has accumulated over the growing season.
The fraction of nuclide emitted, (EMFRACj) AF , depends on whether the
nuclide can be emitted as a gas or must be attached to particulate matter.
The noble gases argon and krypton are not released through burning because
we assume
that they are not incorporated into vegetation. Ve assume that
both 1 4 C and 1 3 9 I are emitted as gases; carbon is combusted to form C0 2 and
other carbon combustion products. Experiments on iodine combustion show
that only 91 is left behind in the ash (Sheppard et al. 1989). Also, Rn
gas, trapped in vegetation, is assumed to be totally released. Therefore
(ENFRAC c ) Ar * (EMFRAC Z ) AF = (BMFRAC,,n)AP . 1.
For all other nuclides we assume that (EMFRACj)AP < 1. There are few data
describing nuclide losses from fires, and we assume
a) that different elements emitted from fires In a particulate form
behave similarly, and
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b) that the few data available are representative of nany fire types.
The most appropriate data are from studies of nutrient losses from fires.
Losses of Na, K, Ca, Mg, P, Pe, Mn, Cu, Zn and Si from burning heather
range between 10 and 20Z of the initial inventory (Evans and Allen 1971).
These percentages are used to define the emission fraction, and ve conservatively choose the higher range of 2OX, so that (EMFRACj)Ar = 0.2 for all
nuclides, j, except C, I, Rn, Ar and Kr.
The air concentration, (C*) A F , is calculated subsequently as
(C5)XF

• (Qj) • (DISP Ar )

(36)

where (OISP) AF = (DISP) TG is the dispersion relationship (Equation (15)),
(Section 3.3.2.1).
The area A, used in Equation (15) to determine (DISP) TS is equal to the
area of the forage field only; ve do not burn the vegetable patch.
The dispersion formula (DISP) Te was developed for a passive ground-level
source, and this will underestimate dispersion from a fire. A fire creates
different dispersion conditions and will disperse material more effectively
because of convective plume rise. Since a real fire vill give a lover
concentration in the air at the receptor height (1 to 2 m) than our model
predicts, our dispersion formula is conservative.
3.4.2

Biomass Combustion for Energy

The critical group is assumed to obtain its energy needs from local
resources. Ve let the critical group heat dwellings through combustion of
contaminated materials (vood and peat). Dwellings are heated using a
stove, and nuclides in the fuel are released into the atmosphere through a
chimney. Peat combustion is not practised videly by residents of the
Canadian Shield today, but it may become more common in the future. Peat
may be more contaminated than vood, depending on the plant-to-soil concentration ratio (defined in the food-chain and dose submodel (Zach and
Sheppard 1992)).
There is a low probability that peat vill be used as a fuel today, and ve
only allow peat to be selected as a fuel vhen organic soils (peat) are
present. Ve select the use of either peat or vood as an energy resource as
follows:
- if soil type t organic, only vood can be burned, and
- if soil type = organic, peat can be burned at a probability of
PEATPROB.
The probability of burning peat, PEATPROB, is set as a constant of 0.01, so
ve assume that vhen organic soils are present, only IX of the potential
critical groups vill burn peat. This value of PEATPROB is arbitrary but
gives a conservatively high probability of peat use, while only potentially
reducing the impact of voodburning by 17.
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The air concentration iron blonass combustion, (C*) E F (mol-m*3 air), is
calculated as
(C*) E F = C§ • FUELUS • (DISP)B • (EMFRACj)Er/EW

(37)

(C5) EF = C« • FUELUS • (DISP)B • (EMFRAC^gp/EP

(38)

or

depending on the selection of energy source. In these equations,
C§ = nuclide concentration in the wood fuel (mol-kg-1
vet biomass),
C* = nuclide concentration in peat (mol-kg 1 dry soil),
FUELUS = amount of energy required to heat a single family
dwelling ( M J - s 1 ) ,
(DISP)B = dispersion relationship near a building (s-m- 3 ),
(EHFRACj)EF = fraction of nuclide j emitted by burning (unitless)
Etf • amount of energy in fuel wood (MJ.kg-1 vet wood),
and
EP = amount of energy in peat (MJ-kg-1 dry soil).
The amount of energy required by the critical group (FUELUS) should Include
all activities where wood or peat burning can be used. The energy requirement for fuel is assumed to be constant throughout the year, so that the
nuclide concentrations do not change with season. This assumption is justified because the food-chain and dose submodel, which calculates radiation
dose to reference man, is mostly linear and is not time-dependent. The
value for FUELUS depends on the efficiency of energy use by a group as well
as the climatic conditions contributing to energy demand for heating.
Long-term averages for total annual fuel consumption for Northern Ontario
range between 25 000 and 30 000 kW-h (P. Sardana, Ontario Hydro, personal
communication). Of this, space heating alone ranges between 14 000 and
20 000 kV'h. High energy use creates conservatively large atmospheric
concentrations, and we choose3 a constant
conservative value of 30 000 kW-h
annually, equal to 3.5 x 10~ M J . s 1 . This represents a lc ;-term average,
and includes both a range of warm and cold years and variable energy
efficiencies among households.
The amount of energy in fuel wood, EU, is based on a wide range of possible
tree species that may be used for fuel. The average energy content of
typical Canadian Shield forest species is about 20 MJ.kg-1 dry weight
(Tillman 1978). The average moisture content of cordwood is close to 40Z
water (Tillman 1978), and this is identical to the value used in building
material calculations in the food-chain and dose submodel (Zach and
Sheppard 1992). Using an empirical relationship provided by Tillman

(1978), we find that this moisture content reduces the potential energy
content of wood to 11 MJ-kg 1 wet weight. Ve assume that wood stoves are
about SOX efficient (Sexton et al.1 1984); hence the effective energy
content of wood, EV, is 5.5 MJ.kg' wet weight. This value reflects an
ensemble of wood types and moisture contents that may be used during a year
and is assumed to i"? constant. More efficient wood-burning stoves would
increase EV and lower (CJ) E F .
The amount of energy in peat, EP, is based on the use of dry peat as a fuel
for a household stove. The average net energy content of dry, milled peat
is 9 to 11 MJ-kg 1 (Mustonen 1984). Ve assume that 10 MJ-kg 1 dry soil is
a good estimate and that the combustion characteristics are similar1to
those for wood. Therefore, a 50Z efficiency gives an EP « 5 MJ-kg- dry
soil. As in the case of wood, we let this be a constant value.
The fraction of nuclide emitted from energy fires, (EHFKACj) Er , has many
similar characteristics to the fraction emitted from agricultural fires,
(EMFRACj)*, (Section 3.4.1). Ve assume that the total inventory of the
volatile elements, C, Rn, and I, are emitted, hence
(EMFRAG-) BP = (EMFRAC,,,)^ = (EMFRAC x ) Br = 1 .
Both wood and peat can be used as fuel. It is reasonable to expect t::at
combustion of all organic materials has similar characteristics and that
both peat and wood fires can be modelled using the same parameter values.
This assumption is also necessary because of the lack of data on nuclide
emissions from household heating systems. Studies of radionuclide
emissions from commercial
peat power plants indicate that the
concentrations of 4 0 K, 1 3 7 Cs, 2 1 0 Pb, "«Ra, 2 ™ T h , and " « R a are typically
about a factor of 20 greater in the fly ash than in the peat fuel (Ehdwall
et al. 1985). Best estimates of particulate matter emission factors from
wood-burning fireplaces are about 0.01 kg particulate matter per kg fuel
(Amiro 1985). The emission fraction, (EMFRAC j ) Er , can be calculated as the
product of the emission factor and the nuclide concentration ratio in the
emitted particles compared with the fuel. This gives
fEMFRAC
0 01 te
, Q Bq/kg
0 (EMFRACj)^EF = 0.01
~ ^Particles
x 20
g ^ particles
0.2
£uel
fuel
for all nuclides, j, except 1 4 C, 1 2 9 I , " 2 R n , Ar, and Kr. This value is
identical to that set for (EMFRACj) AF , based on different data.
The dispersion relationship, (DISP) B , from the chimney near a building is
based on dispersion theory applicable to wake effects around buildings. Ve
allow the plume to become entrained in the building wake cavity. This is
conservative, because in reality the plume is usually more widely dispersed, resulting in a lower concentration. The concentration in air
within the cavity is given (Hanna et al. 1982) by
CJ = QP • KK/(BV . BH . u)

(39)
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where

QP
KK
BV
BH
u

=
*
=
=
=

point source flux (molds' 1 ),
dlmensionless parameter varying between 0.2 and 2.0,
building width (m),
building height (m), and
wind speed ( « . s l ) .

Building width (BV) and height (BH) are based on typical single-family
dwellings and are described in Section 3.3.2.2.
The wind speed parameter, u, Is consistent with the data used for the
weighting of the dispersion relationship, UWGHT, (Section 3.3.2.1) and is
Identical to UCAV. We assume that the plume will become entrained in the
atmosphere at a height of about 3 m; thic1
unts for a building height of
2.4 m and a short plume rise. The variat
in the UCAV parameter can be
considered to include not only spatial var^cion in wind speed, but also
variation in chimney height at a given location (although we always assume,
conservatively, that the plume remains entrained within the building
cavity).
The parameter KK is unknown for our generic case, and to be conservative we
set it as a constant = 2.0.
The air concentration of nuclides generated by the energy fire pathway adds
to the amount of nuclides inhaled by humans. Humans can only receive this
when they are outdoors. The nuclides in the plume can also be deposited to
the vegetable field assumed to be located near the house. It is unreasonably conservative to assume that both humans and the vegetable field will
always be located In the plume. Ve set a probability of encountering the
plume, LOCPROB. For simplicity, we assume that humans and other organisms
have an equal probability of being located at any of the four sides of the
house, and that the plume Is entrained behind one of these four sides.
Therefore, LOCPROB is one in four, or 0.25. Ve use this as a constant
exposure factor.
The relationship for dispersion from burning for energy, (DISP)B (s-m- 3 ),
Is then
(DISP) B = CJ/QP = 2 . LOCPROB/(BV • BH • UCAV)

.

(40)

The lengthy burning period allowed for the critical group to burn peat and
wood causes a potential mass balance problem. Both peat and wood resources
are renewable, but the time scales for peat formation are much longer than
for wood. It is possible that there will be an insufficient supply of the
resource within the discharge area. The biosphere model evaluates this and
considers the renewal time for the resources. This requires two parameters, one for burning peat and one for burning wood for energy. Ve
assume that the forest regeneration period, FORREG, is equivalent to the
length of a generation of the critical group. This is set at 50 a and is a
reasonable period for the regeneration of a woodlot. Of course, peat
regeneration takes much longer, but the assumption that any critical group
can burn peat dictates a duration of peat burning, PDUR, of 50 a also.
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3.4.3

Periodic Land and Forest Fires

At a given site, forest fires occur as natural phenomena about once a
century, and even though they engulf a larger aaount of bioaass than agricultural fires, their lover frequency will result in smaller releases of
nuclides (Aairo 1985). The biosphere aodel includes agriculture, and burning forests and peat to clear land will release nuclides to the atmosphere.
This process is not a steady-state phenomenon pertaining to all generations, but any single generation may be exposed to this practice. Even if
this is not practised culturally, a natural forest fire could occur in the
area. Therefore, ve Model a forest or land-clearing fire as a process
occurring once per generation, and assume a generation of 50 a.
As in the case of agricultural fires, ve allow the total nuclide inventory
to be released by the fire, so the flux density, (Qj) t , (mol.a-z.s-1), is
(Qi>Lr = f<ci ' FYIELD) + (C* . PYIELD)] • GF • (EMFRAC,) LF
(41)
vhere

C§ =* nuclide concentration in standing bioaass
(•ol.kg-1 vet bioaass) vhere j « any nuclide
except Ar and Kr,
FYIELD - bioaass yield (kg vet biomass.•"2),
CJ = nuclide concentration in peat (aol.kg"1 dry peat),
vhere j = any nuclide except Ar and Kr,
PYIELD = aaount of peat burned (kg dry peat.a- 2 ),
GF - frequency of fire; once per generation (s' 1 ), and

(ENFRACj),,, « fraction of nuclide j released during the fire
(unitless).
FYIELD is based on the2 aaount of forest engulfed in a fire. This can vary
between 1 and 10 k g . a , depending on forest type (Van Wagner 1983). Also,
our natural environment aay be a aore sparsely vegetated meadow or wetland;
hence a wide range of bioaass types are possible. Expert opinion
(C.E. Van Wagner, Canadian Forestry Service, personal communication)
suggests that a good estimate
for biomass engulfed by fire on the Canadian
Shield would be 2.2 kg.a"22 (Aairo 1985). We base our geometric mean on
this, thus GM m 2.2 kg.m* . We assume a lognormal distribution and cover
the likely range of values by selecting
GSD * 1.6, so that three standard
deviations range from 0.6 to 9 kg>m*2. The value of FYIELD is less than
the forest yield value used In the food-chain and dose submodel (Zach and
Sheppard 1992) because the vhole forest is not engulfed by a fire; some
standing biomass remains behind.
PYIELD is calculated as the mass of dry peat per unit area and is consistent with the soil submodel (Sheppard 1992). The soil submodel
defines a
soil depth of 0.3 a and a bulk density of 150 kg 2dry peat-a"3; the product
of these values gives PYIELD - 45 kg dry peat.m* .

Forest fires burn much hotter than
controlled fires, and say have surface
temperatures in excess of 1000cC (Smith and Sparling 1966). These high
temperatures release much larger fractions of many elements, especially
when the boiling point of a given compound is exceeded. For instance,
Grier (1975) estimated soil nutrient losses from a wildfire at H Z for Ca,
15* for Hg, 35Z for K, and 83Z for Na. The high losses of K and Ma were
attributed to the fire temperature approaching the boiling point of these
elements. It is difficult to base the release fraction on boiling points
because it depends on the compound; for example, the boiling point of
sodium metal differs from that of sodium chloride. Temperatures of wildfires are not often recorded, and most available measurements apply to
controlled fires and are typically less than 500'C (e.g., Smith and
Sparling 1966). A slow-burning peat fire, started to clear land, would
likely burn at even lower temperatures. There are insufficient data to
establish a distribution of emission fractions for each element that would
apply to a range of land fire types. Therefore, we assume that the total
inventory of all nuclides, j, is released in a land fire; hence
(EMFRACj)LP = 1. This is appropriate for nuclides such as 1 4 C and 1 2 9 I but
is conservative (by less than one order of magnitude) for most other
nuclides.
The nuclide flux from the fire is assumed to be dispersed in the same
manner as the agricultural fire;
thus the air concentration from land and
forest fires, (C*) L f ( m o L m 3 air), is
<C$)Lr
The area A, used to calculate (DISP) LF [= (DISP) TS , Equation (15)] for
Equation (42) is equal to the area of the woodlot only.
For mass balance purposes, we assume that peat is always available for
burning. This implies that peat can regenerate itself every 50 a, similar
to a forest. This assumption is conservative because actual regeneration
of peat takes much longer, but our assumption allows any generation of the
critical group to experience peat burning over the assessment time frame.
3.4.4

Other Cultural Activities

Many present-day cultural activities are assessed in the model.
Particulate-generating mechanisms are included in the treatment of the
atmospheric dust loading parameter. Therefore cultural activities, such as
travel on dusty roads, construction, and field plowing, are considered
implicitly. Host specific cultural activities (e.g., sanding a wall in an
enclosed space) only create brief increases in particulate loading and do
not contribute substantially to the long-term mean exposure. We do not
consider specific industrial operations, such as mining a gravel pit. We
do allow humans to farm sediments from lake bottoms, and these can contribute to an atmospheric concentration. It is impossible to predict
future cultural practices, and we assume that these will not contribute any
important additional pathways for nuclides to enter the atmosphere.

3.5

DEPOSITION OP NUCLIDBS TO SURFACES

All nuclides, except for Ar, Kr and 2 2 2 Rn, 1 4are deposited to soil. All
nuclides except for these noble gases and C are deposited to vegetation
surfaces. Ve assume that the rates of deposition are the same to both
vegetation and soil. This means that deposition is independent of the
amount of vegetation in the model, but, In reality, our distribution of
deposition velocities accounts for a vide range of vegetation types and
densities. Ve assume conservatively that deposition does not deplete the
nuclide concentration in air. The deposition pathvays are as follows.
For all nuclides, j, except Ar, Kr and Rn,
< C ?)AP

+ < C *)AG

>

so11

deposition

and for all nuclides, j, except Ar, Kr, Rn and C,
2 (CJ),,

> vegetation deposition

where for vegetation deposition, k = AP, AG, TP, AF, EF and LF. For
j • Se, k also includes TG.
In the model, nuclldes are deposited to soil surfaces only as a result of
suspension from surface water sources (A6 and AP pathvays). Nuclides suspended from terrestrial surfaces are not redeposited to the soil because
they were not depleted from the terrestrial environment during the suspension process. Redeposltion would create additional mass. This means that
there is no net flux of nuclides to the soil from terrestrial sources via
the atmosphere. Vegetation may receive deposition of nuclldes from all
possible outdoor suspension sources (AP, AG, TP, TG, EF, LF, AF pathvays),
except that the TG pathway has some conditions. Ve assume that only C, Ar,
Kr, Rn, Se and I will be in gaseous forms. The concentration ratio for 1 4 C
used in the food-chain submodel (Zach and Sheppard 1992) implicitly includes atmospheric deposition to vegetation, and therefore ve do not model
it explicitly. The noble gases (Ar, Kr, Rn) are assumed to be inert and
have a negligible deposition velocity. The radiation dose calculations for
these elements do not include ingestion doses (Zach and Sheppard 1992).
Deposition of 1 2 9 I from terrestrial gaseous sources is implicitly included
In the soil-to-plant concentration ratios; the concentration ratio data are
based on field studies where gaseous transfer from soil to foliage is an
ongoing process. Selenium is the only element for which gaseous deposition
Is modelled explicitly because the concentration ratio database includes
non-field studies, and there is no guarantee that the gaseous pathway is
Included.
There is no atmospheric deposition to aquatic systems. The flux of
nuclides from aquatic environments is a net flux, so there is no need for
redeposition. The biosphere model assumes that the total flux of nuclides
from the geosphere enters the surface-water compartment. Only a small
additional quantity moves into the terrestrial soil compartment, and this
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does not deplete the nucllde flux entering surface waters from the geosphere (i.e., extra mass is generated). Ve assume that nuclides suspended
fro* the soil cannot be transported to surface waters via the atmosphere
because the geosphere flux to the soil did not deplete the original
surface-water inventory. Therefore, there is no net flux of nuclides to
surface waters via the atmosphere.
Ve model both dry and wet deposition as mutually exclusive mechanisms.
These processes are comparable as long-term averages for North American
climates (Slinn 1977). However, close to the source, dry deposition is
probably most important. Deposition to 2both1 soil and vegetation is
expressed as a flux density, Dj (nol-ir •s" ), and related to C} by
Dj = CJ • <Vd + PR . W r )
where

(43)

Vd = dry deposition velocity ( n - s 1 ) ,
PR = precipitation rate ( m - s 1 ) ,
Vc = washout ratio (unltless), and
PR • Wr • effective wet deposition velocity ( m - s 1 ) .

The final model gives deposition to soil (D*) as

(C5)AP] • (Vd • PR • W r )

(44)

for all nuclides, j, except Ar, Kr and Rn, and deposition to vegetation
(D$) as
+ (CS.) TG • (C$) BP + (CJ)A|r + (C$)tl,]
• <Vd + PR • W r )

(45)

for all nuclides, j, except Ar, Kr, Rn and C. Note that in Equation (45)
deposition of gases from terrestrial sources applies to selenium only.
3.5.1

Dry Deposition

The dry deposition velocity is a transfer coefficient describing nudide
transfer from the atmosphere to surfaces (e.g., Sehmel 1980b). This concept incorporates characteristics of both the atmosphere and the surface,
and applies to deposition of both particulate and gaseous nuclides. The
deposition velocity is height-dependent and corresponds to the height that
CJ represents (in our case, a height of 1 to 2 m ) . For a short agricultural canopy or a bare soil surface, there is little difference in concentration between 1 and 2 m because of turbulent mixing in the atmosphere.
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Given that our calculation of C* has a distribution, it is reasonable to
assume that we have covered a range of possible concentration profiles.
Dry deposition accounts for deposition processes that occur irrespective of
precipitation events, such as gaseous sorption by plants, gravitational
settling, particulate impaction and molecular diffusion.
The dry deposition velocity (V d ) Is variable and depends on many physical
and chemical factors. Much of the variability is caused by the form of the
element (gaseous or particulate matter) and by the characteristics of the
underlying surface (e.g., vegetation, soil and water). Meteorological
conditions, such as wind speed and surface roughness, also influence
deposition rates (Sehmel 1980b). However, mean annual wind speeds do not
vary much in space (Table 4) and contribute little to the variability in
annual mean V d .
Gases and particulate matter have similar deposition velocities ranging
over several orders of magnitude (Sehmel 1980b). Sehmel (1980b) calculates
Vd as a function of particle size, particle density, surface roughness and
meteorological conditions. Using his model with the following inputs,
particle radius = 2.8 m (Patterson and Gillette 1977;
light aerosol loading),
particle density = 2650 kg-or3 (density of sand particles),
roughness height • 0.15 m (corresponding to conditions assumed
in the dispersion model), and
friction velocity = 0.25 n-s"1 (mean value at the VL
meteorological site),
we calculate a mean Vd of 0.006 m-s' 1 . Spatial variability of annual means
for these input values is small, and it is likely that the variability in
the measured Vd values is mostly short term. For instance, if the friction
velocity is increased to its +2a value on the basis of spatial variability
(Section 3.3.2.1), there is only an 18Z increase in V d . However, much
larger Vd values have been measured for particulate matter, and we Include
these in our PDF. A lognormal distribution with GM = 0.006 m.S' 1 and
GSD - 2.0 gives a range of deposition velocities from 0.0008 to 0.05 m-s" 1
at ±3 standard deviations. This covers much of the range of values reported by Sehmel (1980b) for particle sizes between 1 and 10 /urn in diameter. Therefore, for all deposited nuclides, the PDF for Vd is lognormal
with GM - 0.006 m-s" 1 and GSD = 2.0.
Our distribution for Vd is sufficiently broad to cover a wide range of
surface types and physical and chemical processes. Some of the variability
in measured Vd values is also caused by the height dependency of the
measurement, and our broad distribution Includes this variability. Large
Vd values are conservative because they enhance deposition to surfaces. We
do not allow plume depletion through deposition; hence a large Vd does not
decrease the air concentration.
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3.5.2

Wet Deposition

Vet deposition involves the scavenging of particles and gases fro* the
atmosphere by precipitation, followed by deposition to surfaces. Ve assume
that the plume originating from our surface source will not reach clouds
and be deposited by "rainout". However, precipitation falling through the
plume will scavenge nudldes from the air and carry then to the surface
("washout"). Ve include both rain and snow as precipitation (PR), and the
value of PR is set by the biosphere model. The washout ratio, V r , is
defined as the ratio of the
mass of element of interest in precipitation
reaching
the ground (kg*m~3 water) to the air concentration of the element
3
(kg-a air). The product of precipitation and the washout ratio (PR • V r )
is effectively a wet deposition velocity. Slinn (1978) summarizes some4
measured
washout ratios (Equation (43)), and gives a range of 6.3 x 10 to
10 s , with most values between 2 x 10s and 3 x 10 s . These ratios are based
mostly on natural particulate atmospheric components and particle fallout
from nuclear weapons tests. Washout coefficients for most gases are lower.
Ve selected a GM for Vc of 2.5 x 10 s , and assumed a lognormal distribution
(as in the case of V d ) , where ±3 standard deviations included the measured
variability of Wc reported by Slinn (6.3 x 10* to 10s6 ). Therefore, our
final lognormal distribution of tfr has GM = 2.5 x 10 (unltless) and
GSD * 1.58. Washout ratios measured at a given site over time also have a
lognormal distribution (Barrie and Neustadter 1983).
3.6

PROCESSES NOT MODELLED EXPLICITLY

Amiro (1985) identified a number of suspension processes warranting consideration. Ve have modelled natural mechanisms of gaseous emissions of volatile nuclides, as well as suspension caused by fires. Ve have not modelled
each particulate suspension mechanism separately, but instead have accounted for all particulate sources using the mass loading approach. This also
Includes particulate suspension from anthropogenic sources such as industry, vehicle traffic and sprinkler irrigation. Hence, all major mechanisms
contributing to a nuclide concentration in air have been considered.
Similarly, both dry and wet deposition mechanisms are included.
There are many cultural practices that could enhance local air concentrations of contaminants. Host of these would only be sustained for short
periods of time; hence the annual mean concentration would be unaffected.
Examples of these would be dusty hobbies or dusty farming operations. The
distribution of the ADL parameter is sufficiently broad to include individuals who may experience some of these processes. The use of more
advanced blomass, such as charcoal or biogas, for fuel would not likely
suspend more nuclides Into the air than would a wood- or peat-burning
stove, so these are modelled implicitly. Ve do let gaseous radon and
iodine be released into houses by humidifiers, but we assume that other
nuclides are not suspended in this manner. Present-day humidifiers suspend
particulate matter into the atmosphere (Highsmith and Rodes 1988), but this
problem has been recognized and is being solved using filters. In this
case, we assume that the problem caused by an engineering achievement will
also be corrected by one, so that there will be no effect.
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We cannot predict future cultural practices that sight affect suspension or
deposition of nuclldes. Ve have included some contemporary cultural practices either implicitly (e.g., vehicle traffic is included in AOL) or explicitly (e.g., nuclide release from annual burning of agricultural fields).
4.

SUBMODEL SUMMARY AND INTERFACES WITH OTHER SUBMODELS

The atmosphere submodel is an integral part of the biosphere model and
interfaces broadly with the other submodels (Figure 1). It has been
developed in stages and has evolved along with the other submodels to
ensure that the input and output requirements natch the other parts of the
biosphere model.
4.1

INPUT REQUIREMENTS

The atmosphere submodel requires source-term inputs of nuclide concentrations from other parts of the biosphere model. These source concentrations
are listed in Table 7. In addition to the nuclide sources, the atmosphere
submodel uses geographical parameters and parameters related to human
activity that are consistent with other parts of the biosphere model
(Table 7). The parameters Ldepth and IJ" are described in the surface vater
submodel (Bird et al. 1992), and />* is described in the soil submodel
(Sheppard 1992). This cross-referencing of parameters between different
parts of the biosphere model ensures continuity of assumptions.
4.2

SUBMODEL OUTPUTS

The principle outputs of the atmosphere submodel are nuclide air concentrations and deposition fluxes to surfaces (Table 8 ) . Equations (44) and (45)
give the deposition pathvays of nuclides originating from specific sources.
These sources are summed within the atmosphere submodel; hence there is
only a single deposition output to each surface.
The total nuclide air concentration is calculated by the atmosphere submodel to give a single air concentration output to the food-chain submodel
(Table 8 ) . The air concentration sum is nuclide-dependent.
The pathvays that are summed to create the total air concentration for a
given nuclide are listed in Table 9. These air concentration outputs are
used to calculate inhalation and immersion doses to humans (Zach and
Sheppard 1992). The outdoor and indoor exposure concentrations are
selected depending on the indoor occupancy factor stipulated by the foodchain submodel (Zach and Sheppard 1992).
4.3

ATMOSPHERE SUBMODEL SUMMARY

The atmosphere submodel assesses many pathvays by which nuclides could be
transported to humans and other organisms via the atmosphere. Nuclide
concentrations in air are calculated by modelling suspension of nuclides
into the atmosphere, followed by dispersion. Airborne nuclides may then be
deposited to soil and vegetation. The pathvays with the associated
equations are listed in Table 10.
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TABLE 7
INPUT REQUIREMENTS OP THE ATMOSPHERE SUBMODEL

Model Symbol

Definition

Source of Input

Nucllde Sources:

c

r
c
s

GFLOV.j

Concentration of nuclide
j in surface water (aol-a-3)

Surface-vater submodel

Concentration of nuclide
j in veil water (nol-m 3 )

Geosphere model

Concentration of nuclide
j in soil (mol-kg 1 dry soil)

Soil submodel

Concentration of nuclide
j in bloaass (mol'kg"1 vet
vegetation)

Food-chain and dose
submodel

Mass flov of nuclide j
froa the geosphere to the
biosphere (aol-s-1)

Geosphere model

Geographical Inputs;
A,

Contaminated terrestrial area
Biosphere aodel*
(a 2 ) (Includes area of voodlot,
forage field and vegetable patch)

AA

Contaminated surface-vater

Biosphere aodel*

area (a 2 )
Total precipitation ( a . s 1 )

PR

Biosphere model*

Human-Dominated Inputs?
NP
USAGE

YIELD

Biosphere model*
Number of humans per dwelling
Amount of water used inside a
Food-chain and dose
building (a3 water•s**•person*1) subaodel
Yield of agricultural crops
subject to annual burning
(kg vet vegetation.a-2)

Food-chain and dose
subaodel

Biosphere aodel inputs are designated when all submodels are integrated.
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TABLE 8
ATMOSPHERE SUBMODEL OUTPUTS

Symbol

Definition

Output Receptor

Air Concentrations;
Air concentrations of all
nuclides from all
pathways, calculated at a
receptor3 height of 1.5 m
(mol-m )

Food-chain submodel

Deposition fluxes of all
nuclides except Ar, Kr,
" 2 R n to soil ( m o l - m ^ s 1 )

Soil submodel

Deposition fluxes of all
nuclides except
14
C, Ar, Kr, "
to vegetation (mol-nr2-s*1)

Food-chain and dose
submodel

Deposition Fluxes;
D

!

TABLE 9
PATHWAYS SUMMED TO CREATE AIR CONCENTRATIONS FOR BACH NUCLIDE
Element

Pathways

Ar, Kr

Both outdoor and indoor receptors: GWR only

I, C

Outdoor receptor: TP AP AF EF LF TG AG
Indoor receptor: TP AP AF
LF TG AG ISV

Rn

Outdoor receptor: TP AP AF EF LF TG AG
Indoor receptor: TP AP AF
LF TG AG ISV IGS

Se

Outdoor receptor: TP AP AF EF LF TG
Indoor receptor: TP AP AP
LF TG

All other
elements
(t Ar,Kr,I,C,
Rn,Se)

Outdoor receptor: TP AP AF EF LF
Indoor receptor: TP AP AF
LF

TABLE 10
ATMOSPHERE SUBMODEL SUMMARY

Equation

Pathway

All pathvays
(GWR)

(C
(Qj)cw* * GFLOVj*AA

Equation
Nunber

Nuclide
or
Eleaent

25
24

Ar, Kr

Terrestrial
particulates (TP)

(C5) T P

= ADL .

6

All except
Ar, Kr

Aquatic
particulates (AP)

(C5) A P

= AADL •

7

All except
Ar, Kr

Terrestrial
gases (TG)

(CJnn))T o

(DISP) T0

12
8

(C5)TO

* »1 ' CJ • 0.3 • />• • (DISP)

30, 34, 26

I0

Aquatic
gases (AG)

( 0 , n ) A e • <DISP) Aa

" C , "Se,
1291

12
11

continued..

C7

TABLE 10 (continued)

Equation

Pathway

Equation
Number

27

<CJ)*o
Ldepth • <DISP) AG

(CS)A0
Agricultural
fires (AP)

( Q } ) AF

Nuclide
or
Element

• ff • YIELD •

31
35

All except
Ar, Kr

36
Burning for energy (EF)
If soil * organic:

I

FUELUS • (DISP)B
EV
(DISP)B

<C$)
Br

If soil > organic:
at a probability
of PEATPROB
Forest and
land fires (LF)

37
38

42
FYIELD) + (C5 • PYIELD))

All except
Ar, Kr

All except
Ar, Kr

Al

GF
Indoor gases
fro* soil (IGS)

(CSn)ros

20

continued..

in

TABLE 10 (concluded)

Equation

Pathway

Indoor suspension
froa water (ISV)
(either 1 or 2,
depending on
water source)
Dispersion froa
terrestrial sources
Dispersion froa
aquatic sources
Dispersion froa
burning for energy
Deposition
to soil
Deposition to
vegetation

Equation
Nuaber

i. (C5) I S W .> C;w

22, 29, 33

2.

. USAGE • NP
. RELFRACj/(BVOL • INFILT)
(C3) I S ¥ =« Of* . USAGE . NP
. RELPRACj/(BVOL . INFILT)

21, 28, 32

(DISP)k = [4.87 • A*/8 - 3.56J/UWGHT

15

(DISP) AG = [exp(5 • ln(ln A A ) - 9)]/UWGHT

19

Nuclide
or
Eleaent
222

Rn,

129

I

Pathway-dependent
k = TG, AF, LF
*»Rn,"C

09
I

(DISP)B « 2 . LOCPROB/(BW • BH • UCAV)

Dj *

[(C5) A0

+

< C 3)A*1

• (vd+ p R • w r)

1(C3>AO • ( C 3)A» + <c3)t»

+ (C5*)LP] • <Vd + PR • W r )

40

All except
Ar, Kr

44

All except
Ar, Kr, 2 " R n

45

All except
14
C, Ar,
Kr, »'Rn

The atmosphere pathway equations require parameter-value inputs. Some of
these are derived from other parts of the biosphere model (Table 7), but
•any are defined by the atmosphere submodel Itself. These are listed in
Table 11, along with the units and parameter-value statistics. Time
factors are constants because they define a specific scenario. Many of the
parameter values have lognormal distributions with no truncation. In these
cases, both very large and very snail values are possible. Parameter
values with normal distributions are truncated at the low end because
negative values are impossible.
5. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
5.1

CRITICAL PATHWAYS

The atmosphere submodel estimates nuclide suspension from both terrestrial
and aquatic sources. Pathways cannot be compared between different
sources, but we can calculate the relative contributions for a given source
(e.g., soil). The pathways were developed to reflect probable events, but
it is likely that some pathways will dominate the calculation of nuclide
concentration in air. A complete sensitivity analysis of the biosphere
model is reported by Reid and Corbett (1992). Here, we rank the relative
importance of the atmospheric pathways by selecting mean values of the PDF
for each parameter and by using reasonable estimates of supporting
parameters. The pathways are nuclide-specific, and we estimate concentrations for different groups of nuclides. We assume an Input concentration
of 1 mol-kg 1 dry soil for a terrestrial soil source and 1 mol-m'3 water
for a surface water source.
Table 12 presents concentration calculations for terrestrial pathways for
all nuclides except carbon, argon, krypton, Iodine and radon. Ve assume a
terrestrial discharge area of 106 m 2 , and a plant/soil concentration ratio
of 1 mol.kg 1 wet bioBass-mol 1 .kg dry soil. With these assumptions, we
find the following order of importance of pathways: EF = 2 • LF
= 8 • AF » 20 • TP. Estimates of concentration from the burning pathways
(AF, EF, LF) will vary among nuclides as a linear function of the nuclidespecific concentration ratios. The fire pathways, EF, LF, and AF, will be
more important for plant/soil concentration ratios greater than unity. For
very small plant/soil concentration ratios, the LF and EF pathways will
remain relatively large if organic soils are present and peat is burned.
Table 13 shows calculations of the air concentration for all nuclides
except carbon, argon, krypton, iodine and radon from aquatic sources.
There is only one pathway to be considered, and the output concentration is
not directly comparable to the terrestrial results because of the source
differences.
Table 14 compares the terrestrial pathways for radon. Many of the assumptions are the same as those selected for Table 12. Radon, however, has the
additional pathways of terrestrial gases and indoor gases from soil, but
does not have the AF pathway because the plant/soil concentration ratio is
zero. The LF and EP pathways can only use peat, and we weight the concentration calculation for peat use for energy (Equation (38)) using
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TABLE 11
ATMOSPHERE SUBMODEL PARAMETER VALUES

Model
Symbol

AADL
AOL
AIML
ATC
Rn

Unit*

• 3 water••" air
kg dry «oil-»*3 air
• 3 water»a"* air
a.s1

BH
BVOL
BW
<EMFF*Cj)»C,I/Iln>AF
(EMFItAC^ ï „ „ )
1EHTRAC
(EHFKAC. J'LF
EP
EW
rORREO
FCELU5
FÏIELD
ff
GF
INDR«
IKFILT
LOCPROB
PEATPSOB
PDUR
PYXELD

RELFRACT
RELFKAC,Rn
UCXV
USAGE
UNCHT
v

d

»r

"Is.
Distribution types:

Jfoainal

•

unitlass
unities*
unities*
unities*
unities*

s1

1

unities*
unities*
2

•ol Rn.»'2.»"•ol' 1 Ha-kg dry soil
unitless
unitless

a.. 1
* wster«person'*-s"*
unitless
.

•

•

•

*

unitless

s

1

BH.BW2
9.7

1.2

2.2
3.2 X 10-"

1.6

const
const
const
const
const

s.o

const
const

S.5
50.

3.5 x 10"3
22
.
8
3.2 x 10'

s1
,
•ol Rn»»"-1 air
1
•ol"
Ra-kg dry soil

kg dry peat«a"

const
function
log

1.0
1.0

« ,
MJ..-1
kg wet bioaass«»'2

2.9 x 1 0 " 1 0
1.41
5.9 x 10"*
1.41
5
1.3 x 106.3
4.« X 10" s
2.3 x 10"'
(truncate at 0.)

10" 1C1 lo,
10" $
I09
log
NT5
s
10"
nral

0.2
1.0
0.2

MJ.kq-1 dry soil
MJ.kg'1 wet wood

•

x
x
X
X

2.4
22«.
9.7

»,
a3

s

2.9
5.9
1.3
4.6

Distribution
H
SD

Type

const
const

log
const

6.34 x 10" 1 0 const
4.3 x 10" 5
log
0.005S
0.2S

const
const

0.01

const
const
const

50.
45.

6.34 x 10 - 1 °
4.3 x 1 0 - 5

4.3

2.16

2.7 x 10" 9

log

2.7 x 10 -9

1.0
1.0

const
const

1.0
1.0

2.36

nral

4.1 x 10"
1.0

s

log

2.36
0.64
(truncate at 0.44)
4.1 X 10"*
1.26
(truncate at 6.34 x 10"')

function • (ICJ

log

0.006
2.5 x 10

s

1.0 X 1 0

-9

2.1 x 10' 7

log - lognorul; H - CM, so • 65D
nral » noraal; M • p, SD » a
const m constsnt value

log

6.0 x 10" 3
2.5 x 10

5

2.0
1.5S

log

1.0 x 10'

9

10

log

2.1 x 10" 7

10
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TABLE 12
TERRESTRIAL PATHWAY COMPARISON FOR ALL NUCLIDES EXCEPT
Ar. Kr. I. C and Rn*
SOIL SOURCE: CJ - 1 aol.kg-1 dry soil
Pathway
Assumptions

Cj (aol-a-3 air)

Terrestrial
particulates
(TP)

Median ADL.

Agricultural
fires (AF)

YIELD = 1 kg vet biomass.m 2
(Zach and Sheppard 1992).
Concentration ratio 1 kg dry soil-kg'1 1 vet bioaass.
DISP,
23.8 s.a
UVGHT 1.0).
(A, -10«
0.2.
(BMFRAC^,

Burning for
energy (EF)
using wood

PUELUS « 3.5 x 10-3 M J - s 1 .
Concentration ratio = 1.
DISPB « 9 x 10" ! s.m J
(BV - 9.7 a, BH - 2.4 a;
UCAV - 2.36 a . s 1 ) .
EW . 5.5 MJ.kgi soil.
(EMFRACj)., - 0.2.

1.2 x 10-«

Forest and land
fires (LF)

Concentration ratio =« 1.
FYIELD * 2.2 kg vet bioaass•a2.
PYIELD . 45 kg.a-2.
DISP.TO
23.8

7.1 x 10-7

5.9 x 1 0 *

1.5 x 10-7

* For Se, the terrestrial gas pathvay is not included here.
PEATPROB (« 0.01). For this comparison, ve assuae that the soil source
term for terrestrial gases and indoor gases is radiua, but the source for
peat burning and terrestrial particulates is radon. Ve find that the
pathvays rank as follows: IGS - 63 • LF - 670 • EF « 670 • TG « 730 . TP.
Clearly, the soil radon eaisslons indoors (IGS) dominates the other pathvays. Of the aquatic pathvays for radon, outdoor particulate suspension is
relatively unimportant, with gaseous emissions outdoors and release from
vater usage indoors being six and five orders of magnitude greater
respectively (Table 15).
Table 16 compares terrestrial pathvays of iodine. The pathvays rank as
TG - 14 . LP - 40 . EF - 160 • TP * 320 • AF. Terrestrial gaseous
eaisslons dominate, and the AF pathvay Is relatively small because of the
saall plant/soil concentration ratio for iodine (Zach and Sheppard 1992).
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TABLE 13
AQUATIC PATHWAY CONCENTRATIONS FOR ALL NUCLIDES EXCEPT
Ar. Kr. I. C and Rn

SURFACE WATER SOURCE: CJ» « 1 mol-ar3 vater
Pathway

Assumptions

CJ (•ol«a*3)

Aquatic
particulates
(AP)

Median AADL

2.9 x 1 0 - "

TABLE 14
TERRESTRIAL PATHWAY COMPARISON FOR RADON

SOIL SOURCE: C;n = 1 B o L k g 1 dry soil (TP, EF, LF)
CJ. - 1 •ol-kg 1 dry soil (TG, IGS)
Pathway

Assumptions

CJn

Terrestrial
particulates (TP)

See Table 10.

Terrestrial
gases (TG)

Median q Kn .
DISP T0 = 23.8 (see Table 12).

5.9 x 1 0 *

1

6.4 x 1 0 *

Burning for
energy (EF)
using peat*

See Table 12, EP » 5 MJ.kg .
Equation (38) nultiplied by
PEATPROB = 0.01.
(EMFRAC Rn ) ir - 1.

6.4 x 1 0 *

Forest and land
fires (LF)

See Table 12, except
C$ B - 0*.

6.8 x 10-7

Indoor gases from
soil (IGS)

Median INDRN.

4.3 x 10*5

'

The plant/soil concentration ratio for Rn » 0, thus C£ n » 0, and there
is no contribution fro* woodburnlng or agricultural fires.
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TABLE 15
AQUATIC PATHWAY COMPARISON FOR RADON

WATER SOURCE: Cg«
Pathway

r 3 vater
Assumptions

(•ol-B-)

Aquatic
particulates (AP>

See Table 13.

2,9 x

Aquatic gases (AG)

Median ATC Sn .
(DISP) A0 > 62 s.r- (AA > 106 m2;
UWGHT = 1.0).

2.9 x 1 0 *

Indoor suspension
from vater (ISW)

USAGE = 4.1 x 10-s « 3 .person-i.s 1
(Zach and Sheppard 1992),
NP > 4 persons.
BVOL - 228 m 3 .
INFILT - 0.0058 s*1.

1.2 x 10"5

TABLE 16
TERRESTRIAL PATHWAY COMPARISON FOR IODINE

SOIL SOURCE: Cf > 1 B O L kg-1 dry soil
Pathvay

Assumptions

Cf (aol.-r3)

Terrestrial
particulates (TP)

See Table 12.

5.9 x 1 0 *

Terrestrial gases (TG)

Median -?f,

9.3 x 10-6

Agricultural fires
(AF)

See Table 12, except
concentration ratio « 0.038
(Zach and Sheppard 1992).
(EMFRAC I ) Ar . 1.

2.9 x 10«

Burning for energy
(EF) using wood

See Table 12, except
concentration ratio - 0.038.
) ^ - 1.

2.2 x 1 0 '

Forest and land
fires (LF)

See Table 11, except
concentration ratio » 0.038.

6.8 x 10-'
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Table 17 compares the aquatic pathways for iodine. Outdoor concentrations
are dominated by gaseous emissions, and these are similar to those calculated for Indoor environments.
Gaseous emission is the greatest contributor to atmospheric carbon from
terrestrial sources (Table 18). The high concentration ratio for carbon
(Zach and Sheppard 1992) results in relatively large atmospheric concentrations from the pathways where vegetation is the source. The pathways rank
as TG » 80 • EF = 620 . AP - 3000 • LP - 4 x 10* • TP. Of the aquatic
sources, gaseous emissions, both indoor and outdoor, are much greater than
particulate suspension (Table 19).
These comparisons show that the special suspension pathways, such as the
burning events, gaseous emissions, and indoor environment emissions, are
important and justify inclusion in the submodel. Argon and krypton are
special cases, having only one major pathway incorporating all possible
suspension mechanisms. These concentrations in air are linearly dependent
on the flux from the geosphere to the biosphere, and the concentration
calculation requires an estimate of GFLOVj. If GFLOW^ = 1 I O I - S ' 1 ,
C$ = 6.2 x 10'5 uol'DT3, assuming dispersion conditions identical to those
used for Table 15.
Deposition fluxes are calculated for both soil and vegetation surfaces and
are input to the food-chain and dose submodel. For comparison, ve use
median values of Vd and V [f and a mean precipitation rate of 0.56 m^a*1
from the VL climate
station (Johnston 1989).
The values are
1
1
Vd * 0.006 m-s
and
V
r • PR « 0.004 m-s" for a total deposition velocity
of 0.01 B'S' 1 . Note that wet and dry deposition are comparable deposition
mechanisms.
5.2

PARAMETER VARIABILITY

All atmospheric suspension pathways are independent of one another. Since
they
are also linearly based on the source concentrations (C!, C!|, CJW,
w
C$ ), the variability in the submodel predictions depends solely on
variation in parameter values. The PDFs of the normally distributed
parameters have narrow distributions, and 3a are less than a factor of
three from the mean value (Table 20).
The wind speed parameter, UCAV, varies little spatially, and hence the
dispersion terms do not change greatly with parameter value selection. The
weighted wind speed parameter, UVGHT, is a function of UCAV and therefore
has the same variability.
The dispersion terms for terrestrial and aquatic gases depend weakly on the
source-area
size. For terrestrial discharge areas ranging from 10* to
10* m 2 , (DISP) I0 changes by less than a factor of four. For similar
changes in aquatic source area, (DISP) AG changes by about a factor of 30.
The larger range for the (DISP) AG term is partly caused by the
approximation of the analytical function. The 5 function
overestimates
concentrations for source areas larger than 10 m 2 .
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TABLE 17
AQUATIC PATHWAY COMPARISON FOR IODINE

WATER SOURCE: C«» » CJW - 1 lol.r 1 water
Pathway

Assumptions

Cf (aol**-*3)

Aquatic
particulates (AP)

See Table 13.

2.9 x 10" 10

Aquatic gases (AG)

Median AIML.

1.3 x 10-5

Indoor suspension fron
water (ISW)

See Table 15.

1.2 x 10*5

TABLE 18
TERRESTRIAL PATHWAY COMPARISON FOR CARBON

SOIL SOURCE: C* = 1 aol-kg 1 dry soil
Pathway

Assuaptlons

CJ

Terrestrial
particulates (TP)

See Table 12.

5.9 x 1 0 "

Terrestrial gases (TG)

Median r?S for sand.
ft* - 1300 kg.a-3.

2.6 x 10-3

Agricultural fires
(AF)

See Table 16, except
concentration ratio = 5.5
(Zach and Sheppard 1992).

4.2 x 10*6

Burning for energy
(EF) using wood

See Table 16, except
concentration ratio - 5.5.

3.3 x 10-5

Forest and land
fires (LF)

See Table 12, except
concentration ratio - 5.5.

8.6 x 10-7
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TABLE 19
AQUATIC PATHWAY COMPARISON FOR CARBON

WATER SOURCE: Cgw - CJ!W = 1 mol-m 3 water
Pathway

Assumptions

Cg (mol-a-3)

Aquatic
particulates (AP)

See Table 13.

2.9 x 1 O 1 0

Aquatic gases (A6)

tfc = 0.917 a 1 ,
Ldepth = 4.6 m
(Bird et al. 1992).1
(DISP) AG = 62 s-n .

8.3 x 10"6

Indoor suspension fron
water (ISW)

See Table 15.

1.2 x 10" 5

TABLE 20
PARAMETER-VALUE PDF RANGES FOR NORMALLY DISTRIBUTED PARAMETERS

Paraaeter

Units

ATC,n

a.s1

UCAV

B-s-1

n
Value
4.6 x 1 0 *
2.36

n + 3a*
Value
1.1 x 10* *
4.3

(/i + 3a)/ji

2.4
1.8

* Distribution is truncated at low end
The lognormally distributed parameters (Table 21) are much more variable
than the noraally distributed parameters. The dust loading parameters for
both terrestrial and aquatic particulate matter vary by less than an order
of magnitude. This saall range is based on long-term data at aany sites,
and the PDF is quite certain. The building width paraaeter, BV, also
varies by less than an order of magnitude (Table 21), as does BVOL,
although it has a slightly greater range because it is a squared function
of BV. The deposition parameter values (Vd and V r ) vary by less than two
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orders of Magnitude, as does FYIELD. The outdoor radon flux (q,n) varies
by a factor of 100, whereas the indoor radon transfer coefficient (INDRN)
ranges over three orders of magnitude. The parameter values used to estimate iodine mass loading (AIHL) and iodine and carbon evasion from soil
(rjj) have the greatest variability, ranging by four to six orders of
magnitude.
The nucllde-specific parameter values are the most variable. In the case
of radon, this is because ve do not know all of the transport mechanisms;
hence the PDF includes variability caused by lack of knowledge. It is
likely that the variability would be reduced if we could treat the mechanisms properly, but the Information is not available. The large variability in the Iodine parameter values arises because there are few data available to derive the distributions. More measurements would probably
decrease the variability, and it is likely that the aquatic mass loading
parameter value for iodine would have similar variability to the mass
loading value for particulate matter (AADL) if we had data for long-term
means.
TABLE 21

PARAMETER-VALUE PDF RANGES FOR 1LOGNORMALL1' DISTRIBUTED PARAMETERS
Parameter

Units

±3 SD Range*

Range Factor
(+3 SD)/<-3 SD)

Values

AADL

m3 water.m- 3 air

1.0 X 10-",, 8.1 X lO-io

8

ADL

kg soil.m'31 air

2.1 X 10«, 1.7 X io- 7

8

AIML

m3 water-m- 3 air

5.0 X 10-«, 3.2 X 10- 3

BV

m

8.4f **

FYIELD

kg biomass* m*

0.5

INDRN

mol Rn-m 3 air
mol Ra-kg 1 soil

5,.4 X lO-', 3.,4 X io- 3

6.3 x 103

mol Ra-kg 1 soil

2.,7 X 1 0 " , 2..7 X io-•

100

vd
wr

m-s- 1

7.6

X

10-«, 5.0 X 10-2

66

unitless

6.3

X

10*,

IS...

S" 1

1.0

X

1 0 " , 1.0 X 10- *

1.0 x 10«

•*

••»

2.8

X

10-", 2.8 X io- *

1.0 x 10«

dun

mol Rn>nr2> s-1

6.4 x 10*

16.8

2

9,

17

1.0 X 10*

* Calculated as 10<lo««" - MogGSD) aiitd 10<logon + 31oqOSO) •
** Truncation limit

16
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6. QUALITY ASSURANCE
6.1

MODEL EVOLUTION

The present atmosphere submodel has evolved from biosphere model 2 (Mehta
1985), vith extra features and Improvements added, tfe retain the use of a
mass loading approach for particulate suspension and the radon source term
for soil. Amiro (1985) indicated other pathways contributing to nuclide
suspension, and our present model has evolved vith these additions. We
have added nuclide suspension of particulate matter and radon gas from
surface waters; gaseous emissions of carbon, argon, krypton, selenium and
iodine; and release of nuclides during a fire. Ve have also considered
nuclide dispersion within buildings. Therefore, suspension mechanisms have
been added to the previous model without deletion of any pathways.
Biosphere model 2 and the present model use a similar dispersion relationship to calculate Cf from the terrestrial radon flux. The coefficients in
the function for (DISP) TG differ from the previous model because of
different units of A, and a slightly different derivation of the relationship. Comparison of the results from the two models agree well. Ve have
also added a dispersion function for radon flux from surface waters. This
is based on the same numerical model as (DISP) T6 , but has a different
function because surface conditions over lakes are different from those
over land.
The same concept of nuclide deposition to surfaces from the atmosphere is
used in both the present model and biosphere model 2. Ve calculate dry
deposition and vet deposition separately using transfer coefficients (Vd,
Vr • PR) from the atmosphere to the surface. Biosphere model 2 considered
dry and wet deposition together in a single parameter.
Table 22 compares the present parameter values with those of biosphere
model 2. The present PDF for ADL has a smaller median value and represents
long-term atmospheric particulate mass loading in Canada. The distribution
type is the same for both models. The radon source term, q,n, has a
slightly higher median value in the present model. The biosphere model 2
median value for qRn was based on a few experimental measurements, whereas
the new values for qRn are based on a physically realistic model that
includes spatial variability.
The deposition parameters, Vd and Vr . PR, are similar in the two models
(Table 22). The new combined deposition velocity median (Vd + Vr . PR) is
greater than In biosphere model 2 for all elements except the halogens (F,
Br, I ) . Our distributions of Vd and Wr are based directly on variability
reported in the literature (Sehmel 1980b, Slinn 1978).
All other parameter values are nev relative to biosphere model 2.

TABLE 2 2
ATMOSPHERIC PARAMETER COMPARISON WITH BIOSPHERE MODEL 2

Parameter

Biosphere Model 2
Distribution

ADL

lognoraal

q.!

normal

MEn

6M or ft

Distribution

1 x 10- 7 k g . a 3

lognoraal

2.1 x 10"» " ° * ?"'? V
«ol Ra-kg

Vd + (Vr . PR*) lognormal

* Assuaptions:

Present Model

1

*«••
soil

F, Br, I: 0.02 ••s- 1
others: 0.003 B-S" 1

a R n * 1.26 x 1 0 " Bq.mol"1
PR - 0.56 n - a 1

lognonoal

GM
0.59 x 10-7 kg.a 3

2.7 x 1 0 9 "°i I ^ T *i'S * ,

6

w>l Ra-kg 1 soil

lognornal
Vt

Vd = 0.006 B - S " 1
• PR « 0.0044 a - s 1

ON
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6.2

COMPARISON WITH OTHER MODELS

The needs and constraints of the disposal concept assessment are quite
different from the assessment of a nuclear reactor facility. Many of the
modelling approaches used to calculate derived release limits from reactors
are inappropriate for waste disposal assessment (e.g., CSA 1987). A
reactor generates the primary source term for the atmosphere, whereas an
underground vault has no comparable source term. Hence, our atmosphere
submodel must assess suspension mechanisms to generate a source term, which
is different from either reactor release models (CSA 1987) or the used-fuel
disposal centre preclosure model (Russell, in preparation).
The atmosphere submodel has some components typical of other models, and
other very specific components. The model of radon flux from soil follows
work done on radium-rich tailings (Rogers et al. 1980), and has been used
for environmental assessment of uranium mill tailings in Canada (SENES
1986).
Both the mass loading and deposition velocity concepts are used in many
other models of nuclide transport in the biosphere (Healy 1980, USNRC 1977,
Napier et al. 1980). These are simple transfer coefficients that incorporate many physical processes.
6.3

COMPARISON WITH MEASUREMENTS

Most parameter values used in the atmosphere submodel are derived from
experimental measurements. The radon source term, q Rn , is based on a model
that was developed from experimental observations. The Inputs to the model
(Table 2) were selected from measurements typical of Canadian Shield conditions. The final q Rn parameter agrees well with the experimental measurements reported by Pearson (1967). The PDF for the INDRN parameter is based
on measurements made inside houses found on the Canadian Precambrian
Shield.
The ADL parameter values are compiled from measurements made across Canada
over several years, and we have good confidence in these values. The AADL
parameter values are based on measurements made over oceans. There are no
experimental values for freshwater bodies, and we are confident that the
ocean values are conservative for our situation because suspension
processes are greater from oceans than from freshwater. The ATC,,n
parameter value is taken directly from experimental measurements made over
Canadian Shield lakes.
The iodine aquatic mass loading ratio (AIML) and the terrestrial rate
constant (rjj) are based on measurements. The parameter values for v\ come
from three experiments, whereas AIML includes measurements made over oceans
in different parts of the world.
The wind speed parameters (UCAV and UWGHT) are derived from long-term
measurements at several sites on the Canadian Precambrian Shield.
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The dispersion relationships (DISP)k are based on a numerical dispersion
theory. This model agrees veil with experimental data and analytical
solutions (Wilson et al. 1981c). The inputs to the model were taken from
long-term measurements made at a Canadian Shield site.
The deposition parameter values (Vd and Wr • PR) were developed from a vide
range of experimental measurements. Our parameter values for Vd are based
on many studies of the deposition of particles and gases to surfaces
(Sehmel 1980b). The experimental measurements vere made over a vide
variety of surface types (Sehmel 1980b, Slinn 1978).
A summary of the sources of parameter values is given in Table 23.
6.4

CONSERVATISM

The atmospheric mechanisms of nuclide transport to humans and other organisms from an underground source are not veil known. The model includes
most conceivable mechanisms, and ve make conservative estimates in cases of
great uncertainty. Our conservatism is usually small, so ve do not make
large overestimates of exposure to biota. In fact, conservatism is employed vhen the impact on dose predictions is minor. To be overly conservative vould stress pathvays that are relatively unimportant. Underconservatlsm is equally undesirable, and is avoided to ensure that ve do
not underpredict doses. Our conservatism incorporates a margin of safety,
but ve use the best estimates of nuclide transport vhen good data are
available.
The inhalation and immersion pathvays (Zach and Sheppard 1992) are based on
the air concentrations from all possible sources (Section 4.2). This is
conservative because addition of air concentrations from terrestrial and
aquatic particles gives an overestimate of the true atmospheric dust load.
Our ADL parameter values include aquatic particles, but ve add AADL separately to consider the surface vater source.
Deposition to soil surfaces is slightly conservative because vegetation
interception vill reduce the flux to the underlying soil surface.
The ADL parameter values are conservative because
1) ve assume that all ambient paniculate matter is contaminated,
and
2) the parameter values are based on a Canadian spatial average
that includes anthropogenic emissions from cities.
Reason 1 is conservative since background aerosols 2 dilute emissions from a
local ground source. A large area source (many km ) vould be needed to
make this assumption realistic. Reason 2 is conservative since cities
typically have a higher ADL than rural sites. For example, a Canadian
Shield site at Atikokan has a lover ADL than does the country-vide distribution (Figure 4 ) . The mass loading concept can be compared vith estimates
of soil vlnd erosion to verify that the ADL parameter results in
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TABLE 23
SOURCES OF PARAMETER VALUES

Parameter*

Source of Value

AADL

Calculation based on salt concentrations above
oceans (Junge 1963).

ADL

Means from 149 Canadian sites (NAPS 1970-83).

AIHL

Iodine concentrations in oceans and air (Fuge and
Johnson 1986).
Emerson et al. 1973, Emerson 1975.

BH

Assumed = 2.4 m.

BVOL

Calculated as BH • BV 2 .

BV

Based on house area (CMHC 1987) assuming square
house.
Based on heather fires (Evans and Allen 1971).

(EMFRACj)
,,

Based on survey of emission factors (Amiro 1985)
and ash/peat fuel concentration ratios (Ehdvall
et al. 1985).

(EHFRAC,)
j'LF

Chosen to release total inventory because some
fires are very hot (Smith and Sparling 1966).

EP

Mustonen 1984.

EV

Tillman 1978; Sexton et al. 1984.

FUELUS

P. Sardana, Ontario Hydro.

FYIELD

VanVagner (1983 and personal communication).

ff

Selected to be an annual event.

6F

Selected to occur every 50 a.

INDRN

Soil radium concentration in range given by
UNSCEAR (1982). Geometric mean of radon
concentration from Pinava, Manitoba; standard
deviation from Canadian cities (UNSCEAR 1982).
continued...
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TABLE 23 (concluded)

Source of Value

Parameter*
INPILT

CSA 1989.

LOCPROB

Selected so that a receptor has a 1 in 4 chance of
being in the plume from an energy fire.

PEATPROB

Chosen so that peat is burned 1Z of the tine.

PYIELD

Based on soil submodel (Sheppard 1992).
Parameter derived from model (Rogers et al. 1980,
UNSCEAR 1982), with suitable inputs for Canadian
Shield conditions.

RELFRACj,c,

Selected to allow all I, C and Rn to be released
from indoor water.

UCAV

Mean and variability based on scaled wind speed
data from 16 Northern Ontario sites.

USAGE

Equal to water demand selected in the food-chain
submodel with unit conversion.

UVGHT

Function of UCAV.
Based on review of experiments of particle and gas
deposition (Sehmel 1980b), with mean modelled on
Canadian Shield conditions.
Variability based on range given by Slinn (1978).
Median based on data of Sheppard and Thibault
(1991), upper range based on data of Prister et
al. (1977), lower range based on data of Garland
et al. (1987).
Median based on data of Zieve and Peterson (198A),
variability based on Zleve and Peterson (1981) and
Lewis (1976).
Magnitude of median based on Sheppard et al.
(1991), variability based on expert opinion,
assumed similar to 17J.

* Values given in Table 11.
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a conservative estimate of nuclide suspension. A conservatively high
estimate of the
mean soil flux density to the atmosphere from wind erosion
is 150 kg.ha 1 .a" 1 (Amiro 1985). Equation (14) can be used to account for
local dispersion; it gives a rough indication of the possible ADL expected
for this flux density. Assuming A, = 20 km2,a we predict
an average air
concentration of soil particles of 2.3 x 10" kg.or3.3 This is less than
half of the recommended median ADL (5.9 x 10-* k g - n ) and about two thirds
of the Atikokan median (Figure 4 ) , indicating that the mass loading
parameter is probably conservative.
The AADL parameter values are based on ocean environments, experiencing
higher wind speeds than smaller freshwater bodies. Assuming that the
ocean/lake ratio of particulate suspension is the same as that for radon
gas transfer (Emerson 1975), our AADL estimate might be an order of magnitude too large.
The q Rn parameter values are conservative since we assume a continuous
release of radon throughout the year. Snow and ice likely add an extra
barrier to diffusion, thereby decreasing radon emission. This is also the
case for radon emission from lakes (ATC R n ). It is difficult to assess the
degree of conservatism here, because there may be a large flux of radon
when snow and ice melt in the spring.
Some of the dispersion relationships are also slightly conservative. The
same dispersion factor is used for both fires and passive gases, (DISP) TG ,
but in the fire case, convective forces will cause more efficient dispersion than we model, so our assumption is conservative. The dispersion
around buildings for burning for energy (DISP), is conservative because we
assume that the plume becomes entrained behind the building, and humans do
not always avoid the plume when they are outside.
The flux of nuclides from land fires, (Qj) L r > conservatively assumes that
all nuclides will be released. This probably overestimates the flux of
many nuclides by about a factor of 5 to 10. We also assume that a forest
or land-clearing fire occurs every generation and an agricultural fire
occurs annually, which is likely only if this cultural practice is used in
the future. The biomass yield term used to calculate (Qj) A P is based on
maximum yield, which is greater than the amount that would fuel a stubble
fire. Therefore, the critical group is allowed to experience events that
are deleterious.
The combined wet and dry deposition velocity parameter median value
(Vd + Vr . PR) is slightly higher than that recommended by the CSA (1987).
The CSA deposition velocity for small particles is 0.003 m-s" 1 , about one
half of our median value for dry deposition alone, and about one third of
our combined wet and dry deposition for typical precipitation rates. Our
combined wet and dry deposition velocity for all nuclides is similar
to the
recommended CSA (1987) deposition velocity for I 2 gas (0.01 m.s' 1 ).
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6.5

PEER REVIEW

The atmosphere submodel has evolved and Improved with the aid of inputs
from many sources. Internal peer reviews by employees of AECI. and the
Technical Advisory Committee Included discussions of the aodels and
paraaeter values. The aodels and paraaeter values were also presented in a
seainar forBat to a diverse group of AECL scientists. In addition, ve
solicited a foraal Independent reviev froa a group of interdisciplinary
scientists froa the International Institute for Applied Systeas Analysis
(IIASA), Laxenburg, Austria. Many of their coaaents were used to
strengthen the aodel and the docuaentation. The aajor parts of the
ataosphere subaodel have also been published in the open scientific
literature (Aalro and Davis 1991).
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

"A

surface water source area (m 2 )

AT

terrestrial source area (m 2 )

AADL

aquatic atmospheric dust loading parameter (m3 vater<a*3 air)

AOL

atmospheric dust loading parameter (kg dry soil-in-3)

Alhi,

aquatic iodine mass loading parameter (m3 water•nr3 air)
radon transfer coefficient from aquatic environment ( m - s 1 )

BH

height of building occupied by humans (m)

BVOL

building volume (m 3 )

BV

width of building occupied by humans (m)

(Cj) k

Concentration
i = medium
(a = atmosphere, mol-nr 3 )
(b = biomass, mol-kg"1 vet biomass)
(s = soil, mol-kg"1 dry soil)
(sv = surface water, njol-nr3)
(ww = well water, mol-ar 3 )
j = nuclide (either radioactive or nonradioactive)
k = pathway
(TP = terrestrial particles)
(AP = aquatic particles)
(TG = terrestrial gases)
(AG = aquatic gases)
(AP = agricultural fires)
(EF = burning for energy)
(LF = burning to clear land)
(GWR = groundwater release to biosphere)
(ISV = indoor suspension from water)
(IGS = indoor gases from soil)
deposition flux density of nuclide j to medium i (mol-r--2 -s* 1 )

(DISP) k

dispersion relationship (k = TG, AF, LF, s-m3 soil-m 3 air;
k = AG, s-m2 water.m-3 air; k - " (around buildings),
(s.rn3 air)
emanating power of radon (Bq Rn-Bq^Ra)
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(EMFRACj)k

eaisslon fraction of nuclide j froa fires (it = AF, LF, EF,
unitless)

EP

aaount of energy in peat fuel (MJ.kg-1 dry peat)

EV

aaount of energy in wood fuel (MJ.kg*1 vet vood)

ff

fire frequency ( s 1 )

PORREG

aaount of tiae to regenerate a forest for burning (a)

Fl/ELUS

aaount of fuel consuaed for energy (HJ-s'1)

PYIELD

bioaass yield (e.g., forests) burned in forest
fire or to clear
land for agriculture (kg vet vegetatlon>a~2)

g

acceleration due to gravity (a>s~2)

GF

frequency of fire to clear land for agriculture ( s 1 )

GFLOVj

flux of nuclide j froa the geosphere to the biosphere (aol-s*1)

GM

geoaetric aean of a lognoraal distribution

GSO

geoaetric standard deviation of a lognoraal distribution

INDRN

indoor radon transfer coefficient
f aol Rn.a-3 air )
[aol Ra-kg-1 dry soilj

INFILT

building infiltration rate ( s 1 )

Ldepth

depth of surface water body (a)

LOCPROB

probability of being located in pluae froa energy fires
(unitless)

KK

eapirlcal parameter describing dispersion behind buildings
(unitless)

K,n

diffusivity of radon in soil ( a ^ s 1 )

k

von Karaann constant (unitless)

L

Monin-Obukov length (a)

M

soil aoisture content (Z water/vet weight soil)

NP

nuaber of persons
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P

soil porosity (a3 soil voids-a 3 soil)

PEATPROB

probability of selecting peat as an energy source (unitless)

PDUR

duration of tiae during which peat is burned (a)

PR

precipitation rate (a-s l )

PYIELD

peat yield burned in a land or forest fire (kg dry peat>a'2)

(Qj)k

flux density of nuclide j froa surface for pathway k
(aol-a^s1)

qnn

radon soil source tera [ ^ ' ^ . S ' " ' d r y soil )

QP

point source flux (aol-s 1 )

RELFRACj

relative fraction of nuclide j released indoors froa water
(unitless)

u

wind speed ( a - s 1 )

u.

friction velocity (a-s-1)

UCAV

wind speed p?raaeter for dispersion behind buildings ( a - s 1 )

USAGE

aaount
of water used inside a building by the critical group
(a3 water-s 1 •person 1 )

UVGHT

wind speed weighting for spatial variability in dispersion
(unitless)

Vd

dry deposition velocity (a-s 1 )

tfx

washout ratio (unitless)

Xj

annual average air concentration of radionuclide j used in
biosphere aodel 1 (Bq-a-3)

x

distance froa receptor to upwind leading edge of contaainated
surface (a)

YIELD

agricultural standing bioaass (kg wet bioaass-a 2 )

z

height of receptor above ground (a)

zo

roughness height (a)
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at)

specific activity of radionuclide j

ni

rate constant for gaseous emission of radionuclide j fron soil
<s-i)

rfc

rate constant for gaseous emission of carbon froa surface water
(s1)

Aj

decay constant of radionuclide j ( s 1 )

H

aean of a noraal distribution

/>•

soil bulk density (kg dry soil-*' 3 )

a

one standard deviation of a noraal distribution
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